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Agents, by definition, (1) are situated in an environment upon which

their actions affect changes and (2) have some level of autonomy from the

control of humans or other agents. Being situated requires that the agent have

a mechanism for sensing the environment as well as actuators for changing the

environment. Autonomy implies that each agent has the freedom to make

their own decisions. Rational agents are those agents that decide to execute

actions that are in their “best interests” according to their desires, using a

model of those desires on which they make those decisions. Action selection

is complicated due to uncertainty when operating in a dynamic environment

or where other actors (agents) can also influence the environment.

This dissertation presents an action selection framework and algorithms

that are (1) rational with respect to multiple desires and (2) responsive with re-

spect to changing desires. Agents can use the concept of commitments, and the
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subsequent communication of those commitments, to coordinate their actions

and reduce their uncertainty. Coordination is layered on top of this frame-

work by describing and analyzing how commitments affect the agents’ desires

in their action selection models. This research uses the domain of UAV surveil-

lance to experimentally explore the balance between under-commitment and

over-commitment. Where previous approaches concentrate on the semantics

of commitment, this research concentrates on the pragmatics of commitment,

describing how to use utility calculations to enable an agent to decide when

making a commitment is in its best interests.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Rational action selection, already a difficult problem (in both represen-

tation and reasoning), is complicated by dynamic environments. This includes,

in the case of multi-agent systems, dynamism resulting from interactions with

other agents. Dynamism introduces uncertainty about the effects of actions,

obfuscating the true value of each action. In the case of dynamism introduced

through agent interactions, this may be somewhat mitigated if an agent can

to predict future effects based on knowledge about the agent interactions that

have occurred. This knowledge is gained through the announcement of agent

intentions, resulting in social commitments among the agents. Commitments

act to direct and constrain an agents future actions.

The objective of this research is to analyze the pragmatics of commit-

ment in agent action and multi-agent coordination for the purposes of fur-

thering our understanding of how to design and program coordinating agents.

The rewards for creating or releasing a commitment must be greater than the

cost for an agent to maintain rationality. The approach taken is to improve

autonomous agents’ decision-making capabilities in dynamic environments by

explicitly modeling and reasoning about agent desires, specifically calculating
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the change in expected utility due to commitments. Knowledge of the value

of commitment will enable the agents to maintain rationality of action. The

domain of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) surveillance is used as the rep-

resentative domain for a class of over-subscribed problems addressed in this

dissertation. Details of the UAV surveillance domain are provided in Chapter

2.

1.1 Research Overview: Autonomous Software Agents

The Oxford Companion to Philosophy [1] defines an agent as: “A per-

son (or other being) who is the subject when there is action. A long history

attaches to thinking of the property of being an agent as (i) possessing a ca-

pacity to choose between options and (ii) being able to do what one chooses.”

These two criteria for agenthood will provide the focal points for the following

discussion on software agents and multi-agent systems.

Autonomous agent action selection is first and foremost, an under-

standing of the agent’s objectives or goals. Even humans suffer existential

dilemmas, asking themselves “what is my purpose?” Agents do not spring

into being through spontaneous generation. Shakey the robot (the first robot

to reason about its actions)[2] did not appear and decide to navigate across

the room and push some blocks around. Agents are created by someone for

some purpose. Shakey was designed and programmed to perform the actions

that it performed. Agents are often anthropomorphized, and their behaviors

are attributed to human characteristics and nomenclature like beliefs, desires,
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and intentions [3]. Although the semantics of such descriptions are useful for

formally modeling agent behaviors, they are not necessarily useful for pro-

gramming autonomous agents. Autonomous software agents have no a priori

morals or ethics. Autonomous software agents have no a priori behaviors.

Autonomous software agents are constructed entities and thusly, all agent be-

haviors are a result of the agent’s programming.

Software agents and multi-agent systems are the culmination of research

and development aimed at producing software entities that can take either take

the place of, or ease the burden on human agents. Development of autonomous

decision-making capabilities satisfies criteria (i) above. Situating systems in

the real world, equipping them with sensors and actuators, satisfies criteria (ii)

above. This extends the concept of agenthood to non-human entities, resulting

in software agents and multi-agent systems.

To satisfy criteria (i), the ability to choose between options, a software

agent must first know what its options are. These options are based on the

capabilities (observable as actions) of each agent. Secondly, an agent must be

given freedom in the system to decide when and how to use its capabilities.

The decision of when and how the agent uses its capabilities will be referred

to as “action selection.”

As another aspect of agenthood, agents are situated in the environment

upon which they effect changes. Being situated requires the agent to have some

mechanism for sensing the environment as well as actuators for changing the

environment. This also means that the agent must suffer the consequences
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of any actions it performs. These consequences may in turn affect the future

decisions of the agent. Through sequential decision making, agents select

actions that they believe will transform the current state of the system to

some desired system state in the future. For creating detailed formulations of

courses of actions, AI planning research provides domain representations that

facilitate computation and search algorithms for finding the course of action to

follow [4]. However, for handling multiple objectives, decision theory describes

how to computationally combine the outcomes of actions with the desirability

of those various outcomes [5].

Dynamism in domains may arise from the actions of other agents or

may be inherent in the domain. In either case, dynamism will impact the

effectiveness of agent decision-making and action. If the agent does not con-

sider dynamism when making decisions, decisions of poor quality will result.

In multi-agent systems, the actions and interactions among the constituent

agents contribute to overall system dynamism. These interactions may yield

cooperative, competitive, or antagonistic effects. Through these interactions,

agents may affect the beliefs, actions, plans, and goals of other agents.

The concept of rationality is used to judge the quality of an agent’s

decisions. Before performing an action, the agent must evaluate the expected

effects of that action as manifested in the environment, compared with the

value of other actions available to the agent, where value is determined by the

desires of the agent. An agent is considered rational if, given the beliefs it

holds about the world, it decides to perform actions that are in its own “best
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interests” [6] as defined by the agent’s programming.

Any system that includes an agent will be dynamic due to the agent’s

actions. If the agent is the sole source of dynamism in that system, then, from

that agent’s point of view, the rest of the system is static. In this case, the

agent can reason deliberatively, or pro-actively, to solve the action selection

problem, limited only by the agent’s computational power and the system’s

complexity.

Domains that are extrinsically (to the agent) dynamic will require the

agent to either (1) anticipate changes and deliberate or (2) react to changes.

In order to anticipate changes, an agent must have some expectations about

possible outcomes. If a situation arises that is outside those expectations, the

agent can only react instead.

1.2 Research Objective: Coordination of Agent Action
Selection

From an agent’s viewpoint environments are dynamic, either due to the

changes enacted by other entities in the system, or inherent in the system (i.e.

due to forces that are not explicitly modeled by the agent). There are many

sources of dynamism in multi-agent systems and the scope of this research

cannot hope to capture them all. This research concentrates on how agents

handle changing objectives. If an agent’s objectives change, their actions will

change, increasing the uncertainty in the system. Commitments are used to

reduce this uncertainty, however they also constrain an agent’s future ability to
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handle those same changing objectives. This goal of this research is captured

by the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis: Commitments may have a negative impact on an agent’s

ability to satisfy its desires.

An accurate valuation of commitment is needed to determine if it is

rational for an agent to commit to a goal or not. This hypothesis will be

verified by answering the following research questions.

Research Question 1: What is the effect of commitment on an indi-

vidual agent’s ability to satisfy its desires?

Research Question 2: What is the effect of commitment on a group

of agents’ ability to satisfy their desires?

The research questions will be answered through the following ap-

proach.

Research Approach: Explicit modeling and reasoning about agent

desires enables calculation of the value of commitment for agent coordination.

Agents can be designed to act individually or to act in concert with one

another. Defining and implementing the level of coordination among agents

is one of the primary responsibilities of the multi-agent system programmer.

Multi-agent systems may be composed of agents which share goals or they may

be composed of self-interested agents whose goals are independent from the

goals of other agents. If an agent programmer deploys multiple agents, they

may share goals as specified by the programmer and, if so, should be designed
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to cooperate. If the multi-agent system is not a product of central design,

each agent (deployed by a respective programmer) is self-interested. For self-

interested agents, any coordination pursued must be for the benefit of the self

agent, resulting in an ad hoc teams[7]. Putting aside the issues of whether

ad hoc team members can even communicate due to disparate communication

protocols or state representations, rational, self-interested agents will not act

benevolently (taking up other agents’ goals) unless it is also in their own

(i.e., their programmer’s) best interests to do so. My research approach uses

decision theory as it is well suited to performing cost/reward analysis of the

various goals to determine which ones are in an agent’s best interests for both

individual action and coordinated action.

Society is built on interactions among the participants. When deciding

how to achieve a desired end, a person considers how the abilities of other

people can affect the means by which that desire is achieved. When decid-

ing what actions to perform, a (well-mannered) person considers how those

actions relate to the desires of other people. Consideration for the possible in-

teractions with other people leads to difficult decisions. The same is the case

for agents operating in multi-agent systems. Interactions with other agents

enable new possibilities in the environment. An agent may be able to leverage

the capabilities of other agents through coordinated or collaborative interac-

tions. Agent interactions may enable an agent to satisfy desires it would be

unable to satisfy through its own individual action. The action selection pro-

cess should account for agent interactions to aid the agent in achieving the
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highest satisfaction level possible in terms of its desires.

1.3 Research Approach: Planning and Decision Theory

The approach taken by this research is to analyze the multi-agent sys-

tem for sources of change. Analysis of these sources will be used to develop a

model for how change will affect an agent’s decision-making or action selection

process. The action selection process evaluated by this research is shown in

Figure 1.1.

Domain
Modelling

Action
Description

Domain
Description

Domain Model

Model
Annotation

Objectives
(Goals)

Current
State

Decision Model

Search/
Optimi-
zation

Selected
Action

Figure 1.1: Action Selection Process Overview
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The process is broken down into multiple components to match the

sources of change evaluated by this research. The first step is to combine

a domain description with an action description, yielding a model describing

how the agent can transition through the domain. This represents the physical

laws of the world in which the agents reside.

An agent’s decision model is formed by incorporating the agent’s ob-

jectives and the current state into the domain model. This decision model

describes which actions hold value to the agent. The decision model captures

any interactions among the agent’s desires, both positive and negative.

Search or optimization of the decision model is used to select the best

action. The current state is input to provide the starting point from which to

search. This action selection approach is decomposed based on the assumption

that the physical laws of the domain will change at a slower rate than the

objectives of the agents and the objectives of the agents will change at a

slower rate than the state of the agents. This hierarchical decomposition of the

inputs to action selection facilitates reuse. Separating domain modeling from

analysis of the objectives (desire analysis) allows the agent to reuse domain

modeling computation when the objectives change. Similarly, separation of

desire analysis from execution permits reuse of desire-related computations as

situations change during execution.

An understanding of how dynamic objectives and agent interactions

(including coordination) affect agent decision-making will facilitate the cre-

ation of a set of transformations that can be performed on an agent’s domain
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model and decision model to capture those effects. The concept of commit-

ments is described using these transformations for the purpose of represent-

ing inter-agent coordination. Equipping an agent with the ability to perform

these transformations will enable the agent to act in a rational manner when

responding to dynamic environments and agent interactions.

This dissertation presents an action selection framework and algorithms

that are (1) rational with respect to multiple desires and (2) responsive with

respect to changing desires. Agent coordination using commitments is pre-

sented and analyzed within that action selection framework. Chapter 2 de-

scribes the motivations and assumptions behind this research and places this

work in relation to other research. Chapter 3 provides in depth background

information on action selection and autonomous agents. Part II describes my

research approach to action selection and dynamic response for single-agent

and multi-agent operation and Part III discusses experimental results verify-

ing the approach. Part IV summarizes the conclusions of this research and

discusses follow-on research directions.
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Chapter 2

Motivations and Approach

The usefulness of a software agent can be evaluated by observing what

that software agent does. Thus, the subject of action selection is central to

any discussion on the usefulness of an agent. However, the subject of action

selection is too broad for there to be a single “silver bullet” solution. Instead,

assumptions about the domain of applicability are used to narrow the problem

scope. The specific narrowing assumptions applied influence the efficacy of the

representational models and reasoning mechanisms used by this approach.

Throughout this dissertation, the domain of target tracking (surveil-

lance) by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) will be used for demonstration

and experimentation of this research approach. The UAV Surveillance do-

main consists of a set of UAVs that are tasked with surveying a number of

moving targets, maintaining an accurate model of the positions of those tar-

gets, and finally “servicing” those targets. Servicing is an abstraction that

can represent a number of different activities, such as applying specific sensors

to the target or firing upon and destroying the target. In order to service a

target, a UAV is required to visit the target’s location.

UAV Surveillance is an ideal domain for exploring this dissertation’s re-
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search questions. The actions available to each agent are limited in complexity,

lending themselves to easy analysis of costs and rewards. By treating each tar-

get as a separate goal, the existence of numerous goals allows demonstration

of goal tradeoffs and complex goal-level interactions among agents.

This domain is similar to both the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) [8]

and the Continuous Area Sweeping Task [9]. Vokř́ınek approaches the VRP

by casting the problem as a combination of the Multiple Traveling Salesman

Problem (MTSP) and the Bin Packing Problem (BPP). The main difference

between this domain and both the VRP and the sweeping problem is the

dynamic nature, where targets are added and removed. In my formulation

the targets represent goal locations, so the goal locations change over time.

For sweeping, the goal locations are pre-defined but the appearance of targets

changes the expected reward value for each location. Another difference be-

tween this domain and Vokř́ınek’s VRP is that these experiments concentrate

on oversubscribed situations while Vokř́ınek uses the BPP to determine the

appropriate number of agents so that the agents are not oversubscribed.

2.1 Navigation Domains

Figure 2.1 provides a graphical depiction of the UAV Surveillance do-

main, captured from a simulation of that domain. The UAVs are represented

by the large dots. The circle around each UAV indicates its sensor radius,

while the tail indicates the recent history of the UAV’s locations. The small

dots indicate the target locations, and each ‘x’ indicates the modeled location

13



Figure 2.1: UAV Domain GUI

of the targets by the UAVs.

At its core, UAV Surveillance is a navigation domain. An agent is

associated with each UAV for the purpose of controlling the movement of

that UAV. It is assumed that the agents hold an accurate model of their own

locations against an arbitrary, but static, global coordinate system. The agents

maintain models, or beliefs, of the last known location of each of the targets.

To avoid synchronization issues among the agents, the agents are given access

to a global clock. Upon scanning a target, agents can record the time at

which each target’s position was last checked. It is assumed that each target

is uniquely identifiable to avoid recognition issues in target tracking.
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The canonical example of a navigation domain is robot path planning.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic setup of a robot navigation domain. The R in

the figure shows the location of the agent in the physical environment, which

is in this case modeled as a Cartesian grid. The actions available to the agent

are the cardinal directions, north, south, east, and west.

Typically, robot navigation is modeled as a cost-to-move domain. In

cost-to-move problems, each action the agent executes incurs some cost c < 0

as part of the reward structure. The cost can represent resource usage by

the robot as it moves from one location to another. For example, cost can

represent time expenditures and optimization of the plan will yield plan that

will accomplish the goals in the least amount of time. This provides incentive

for the agent to reach its goal states with the minimal amount of movement

actions.

R

Figure 2.2: Navigation Domain Example

The desires of the robot in navigation domains are represented by the

reward structure. For example, R(s) ≥ 0 for the robot’s goal location, s, and

R(s) = 0 otherwise.
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The UAV Surveillance domain is an exercise in path planning with

some additional elaborations regarding the agents’ objectives and behaviors.

Specific characteristics of the UAV Surveillance domain as chosen for this

research are described below.

2.1.1 Multi-Target Environment

Most navigation domains provide the agent with a goal location. The

UAVs operate in a multi-target environment, requiring the agents to reason

about target selection over the set of goal locations to visit. The agent is

tasked with navigating to a location or a set of locations with the minimum

path length. The targets are randomly distributed around the battlefield.

2.1.2 Non-Episodic

The UAV Surveillance domain is non-episodic. Targets can be added

and removed from the domain over the lifetime of the UAV. There is no clean

reset point from which to start a new episode. Technically, if the UAVs are

homogenous, then an episode could be considered as the lifetime of a single

UAV, whose experiences can then be used to improve behavior of subsequently

deployed UAVs. However, there is not enough situational repetition within a

UAV’s lifetime to reasonably count as episodic due to multi-target nature of

the domain.
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2.1.3 Oversubscription

Typically for planning approaches, if the agent is unable to find a path

that includes all goal locations, it returns failure. In UAV Target Tracking, a

partial solution visiting some subset of targets should be counted as a better

result than not finding a solution at all. In the UAV domain simulation, the

agents are rewarded independently for each individual target they service. This

provides incentive for partial plans and partial plan execution. This type of

problem is solved through partial satisfaction (oversubscription planning)[10].

Given the state-based reward definition and transition-based cost struc-

ture, it is not unreasonable to suppose that it may cost more to reach a goal

than the agent will receive as a reward. This leads to one of the major fea-

tures of autonomous agents, agents have the ability to say “no”. The optimal

solution may in actuality be a partial solution, or a solution comprising only

a subset of the target locations.

The UAVs are resource constrained (in time) forcing the agents to con-

sider the costs and rewards for servicing each target when making their target

selection decisions. If a target is unprofitable for an agent, the agent has the

autonomy to say ”no” and decide not to work on that particular target. Costs

are based on distance traveled by the UAV, with closer distances incurring less

cost. Hence, it is important that the agent consider not only target selection

but also target ordering.

UAVs are also provided with the ability to communicate with each
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other to coordinate their models or their actions. Coordination in the UAV

Surveillance domain is discussed in Section 2.2.

2.2 Agent Coordination Domains

The UAV Surveillance simulation provides each agent with an accurate

model of its own location as well as an accurate time measurement against

the global clock. Each target is represented by a unique id, so identification

of the targets is not an issue. The battlefield on which the UAVs and targets

are located is abstracted into a Cartesian grid, representing the physical world

(height of objects is not regarded as important). The UAVs have a sensor

radius within which they can detect the targets. When a target passes within

the sensor radius of a UAV, it is identified and its position is updated in the

model held by that UAV.

When operating in a system with other agents, it may be beneficial for

an agent to communicate with those other agents for coordination. For coor-

dination, there are two issues: (1) coordination of state, and (2) coordination

of action. For coordination of state, the agents inform each other when they

service a target. This allows all agents to integrate the most recent informa-

tion into their subjective models of the target locations. When coordinating

their actions, the agents communicate some aspect of their internal decision-

making evaluations. For example, the agents may communicate their desire

valuations on the targets, or after computation, their preference relations over

the targets.
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Additionally, there is the concept of commitment. Commitments are

used to direct agent action. If an agent is committed to performing an action,

it will eventually perform that action unless rendered incapable. There has

been much work on studying the semantics of commitment [11]. This research

concentrates on the calculating the of commitment and using those calculations

to determine the effect of commitments on agent coordination.

Many coordination approaches use abstractions at the goal level through

goal allocation. Goal allocation protocols and mechanisms can take many

forms; e.g., argumentation or economic models. A task-oriented domain [12]

is represented by a triple 〈G,A, c〉; G representing a set of goals, A represent-

ing a set of agents, and c providing the costs of accomplishing a subset of goals

by a single agent. Two other important features of task-oriented domains are:

(1) there are no negative interactions among the goals, and (2) the goals are

interchangeable among the agents. This research uses a two-level representa-

tion where, at the more abstract level, the UAV Surveillance domain can be

represented as a task-oriented domain. Task-oriented domains have already

been well studied for the purposes of protocol and mechanism design [12][13].

This research leverages that previous work; Calculation of accurate values for

committing to goals enables the application of the protocols and mechanisms

to this domain.

UAVs are tasked with servicing (an abstraction for some domain func-

tion like applying sensors to or firing upon) targets, taking into account the

expected reward received for servicing the target and the cost required to move
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to the target location. Targets are independent, meaning that servicing one

target has no effect on the reward for servicing any other target. Targets

are effectively removed after servicing, their values set to zero. Provided that

each UAV has the ability to service any given target, goals are interchangeable

amongst the agents, satisfying the requirements of task-oriented domains.
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Chapter 3

Background

My research approach is to use a two-level reasoning framework. At a

low level, AI planning techniques are used to create macro actions for solving

each individual goal. At a higher level, decision-theory is used trade-off the

costs and rewards for the goals; The costs and rewards are used to decide

which goals to pursue and which goals to decline. The value of commitments

are calculated for deciding whether goals should be kept or released when

replanning in dynamic environments. This chapter describes action selection

and agent coordination for the UAV Surveillance domain in relation to my

research approach. Full details of my approach are provided in Part II of this

dissertation.

3.1 Behavior-based Action Selection

Before the intricacies of an agent’s decision-making processes can be

explored, an understanding of what an agent is and how an agent makes its

decisions must be developed. Following the definition of agent given in Chap-

ter 1, a software agent is a computer program that has the capacity to choose

between options and is able to do what it chooses. Although there is still
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no consensus about the exact definition of the term “agent,” there is some

minimal set of capabilities required to be considered an agent. Russell and

Norvig [14] concisely state some minimal capabilities by defining an agent as

follows: “An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environ-

ment through sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors.”

Figure 3.1 illustrates the relationship between an agent and the environment.

ENVIRONMENT

Incoming
Stimuli

Outgoing
Actions

Sensor
Suite

Actuator
Suite

AGENT

Figure 3.1: Agent and Environment

Agents operate without knowledge of the “ground truth,” the actual

environmental conditions. An agent’s only sources of new information are its

sensors, which record percepts (equation 3.1). On the other end of the agent,

the agent holds a set of effectors, or actuators, which it uses to change the
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environment (equation 3.2). Given a set of actuators, the agent has the ability

to perform some set of actions, A. Between the sensors and actuators, the

reasoning processes of the agent decide which actuators to use. The selection

of which actions to perform is based on the sequence of percepts the agent has

received through its sensors, and hence, the agent’s model of the current state.

P = {pi : pi is a percept} (3.1)

A = {ai : ai is an action} (3.2)

Using percepts and actions as the basis for all agent behavior; Action

selection is defined as a mapping from percepts to an action (equation 3.3).

As a simple form of action selection, reactive systems may have lookup ta-

bles to match percepts directly to actions. Purely reflexive systems, such as

PENGI [15] or those built on the subsumption architecture [16], are examples

of reflexive systems. The main benefit of using reflexive systems is speed to

decision.

AS : P 7→ A (3.3)

Using a direct mapping between percepts and actions, as in reflexive

systems, suffers some major drawbacks. First, the lack of memory restricts the

set of situations the agent can recognize, simplifying the possible behavior of
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the agent. Using the historical sequence of percepts received by the agent over

time as a record of all inputs to the agent enables recognition of the true sit-

uation facing the agent. However, as the history of percepts an agent receives

grows over time, managing decisions based on the full history is unwieldy. Sec-

ond, reflexive agents do not, by nature, give consideration to the future effects

of the actions they perform. These agents cannot reason about their actions or

objectives because they are represented implicitly in the programming of the

agents. Reflexive agents are not taskable, since a change in objectives requires

a change in the mapping used by the agent to maintain rationality.

To remedy these problems, elaborations like Behavior Oriented Design

(BOD) [17] have been developed to handle complexity in both the percepts,

through improved situational recognition functions, and the actions, through

plan recipes.

Behavior-based approaches are limited in that they are not suited for

explicit reasoning about the agent’s objectives. The value of objectives are

implicitly modeled in the behavior rules that a behavior-based agent follows.

Thus, they cannot be used for explicitly reasoning about agent commitments.

3.2 Deliberative Action Selection

While behavior-based approaches take us from perception to action, the

primary concern of this research is the linkage between objective and action.

Given a situation where the agent does not know a priori the appropriate

actions to reach its objective, analysis of the immediate and future effects of
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the agent’s actions on the environment can determine the answer. Deliberative

agents make use of that type of analysis in their decision-making.

The basic functionality of a deliberative agent is broken into four major

areas, or competencies: Sensing, Modeling, Planning, and Acting [18]. Each

of these competencies are shown in equation 3.4. There is a growing research

community on agents and multi-agent systems, leveraging established research

communities related to each of the core competencies, sensing, modeling, plan-

ning, and acting, as well as exploring the overall operation of agents as a whole.

Sensing receives some set of percepts. The model may be as simple as a

record of percepts, but recording only the percepts does not provide insight into

the manner in which the system behaves. Meaningful state representations,

along with a model of the laws governing operation in the domain, allow the

agent to reason about the possible future states of the system. By taking

advantage of situational commonality in developing the state representation,

percept sequences can be modeled as states, obviating the need to maintain a

complete percept history. For each domain, there exists a set, S, describing the

possible states the of the system (equation 3.5). Modeling uses the previously

modeled state and the incoming percepts to select a new state, scurrent ∈ S,

to be modeled as the believed current state of the system. The state model

represents the set of beliefs upon which the agent bases all its actions.

Planning maps that current state to an ordered set of actions according

to the desires the agent holds. Intentions are formed by committing the agent

to a course of action. Acting executes the actions that correspond to the
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intentions formed through the planning process.

Sensing = P ∗

Modelling : S × P ∗ 7→ S
Planning : S 7→ A∗

Acting = A∗

(3.4)

S = {si : si is a state} (3.5)

The reasoning processes used by the agent to select actions are related

back to the agent’s beliefs, desires, and intentions [19][3]. In order to determine

the utility of an action, an agent must evaluate long term considerations in

addition to the immediate effects of the actions. Agents model system states

over time as linear into the past and branching into the future [6] as an explo-

ration of the domain transition system. As seen in Figure 3.2, each time point

(depicted as an oval) represents a possible state of the system. The transi-

tions are triggered by events in the system, such as agent actions. The current

system and world state fixes the time point labeled now. The domain axioms

and the action descriptions available to the agents form the causal cone. This

is the set containing all the reachable states of system operation from the cur-

rent time point. This is a boundary to system operation that the agent cannot

escape from, since the causal cone takes into account the physical laws of the

world that the agents are operating in.

Action selection techniques search through possible future system oper-

ations to generate the desired cone, or the set of states that are both reachable

and desirable to the agents.
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Figure 3.2: An Agent’s Model of System State over Time

There are two main research areas in deliberative action selection, ac-

tion and domain representations and search/optimization methods. Research

in representations deal with improving expressiveness and fidelity while re-

search in search methods seeks to improve the computational and memory

constraints required to find the solution to the action selection problem.

3.2.1 Domain Modeling

When reasoning about the state of the environment, the agent can

model the environment with a set of properties. An elegant representation

of these properties is the fluent [20]. Fluents are functions defined on world

states, whose values in a given state are dependent upon the values of the

properties the fluent represents in that state. Fluents whose values are either

true or false are called propositional fluents. The use of propositional fluents

enables the application of propositional logic representations for describing

domains.

The states of the system are determined for the agent through domain
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analysis. Relevant fluents are identified and irrelevant ones are ignored. Using

fluents as state variables, a state can be defined as the cross product of all

relevant fluents (equation 3.6).

S = {si : si ∈ F1 × F2 × · · · × Fn} (3.6)

In addition to the state of the environment, the domain description also

requires a representation for the events, including actions, that can occur in

the domain. The resulting domain descriptions are in the form of transition

systems. States in the domain are represented as nodes and actions correspond

to the edges in the transition system. Due to the potentially large number of

nodes and edges, domain description languages provide compact and efficient

representations for transition systems.

The classical solution to describing states and events is situation cal-

culus [20]. In situation calculus, logical terms denote the states, events, and

fluents of the domain, while predicates describe properties on those terms. For

example, the predicate holds(f, s) describes whether a fluent, f , is true in a

given state, s. Logical formulas can then be used to describe the effects of

actions on the fluents. The problem with using situational calculus is that the

fluents that are unaffected by events must also be specified. This is commonly

known as the frame problem [21].

Action representations have since been developed to avoid the specifi-

cation of the potentially large number of frame axioms and to avoid reasoning
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about the frame axioms when deciding what properties hold in a given state.

STRIPS [22] avoids the frame problem by describing each action or event with

a precondition, an add list, and a delete list. An action is only executable in

a given state if that state satisfies the precondition. The add list and delete

list specify how to determine the resulting state from the initial state. Fur-

ther developments refine action representations to include concepts such as

concurrency, causality, and non-determinism [23] [24]. Recently the Planning

Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [25][26] has emerged as a formalism that

captures the essence of planning problems in a standardized manner. How-

ever, regardless of representation, the basic types of information captured by

domain representations are the same.

Planning consists of the analysis of the transition system to find paths

where some given properties hold. These properties describe the objectives

or desires of an agent. Intuitively, agent desires should represent what that

agent considers to be ‘good’ and ‘bad’ system operation, describing the pre-

ferred outcomes that the agent is trying to attain through its actions. The

desires of an agent can be represented as goals. Achievement goals are rep-

resented as a description of a state that the agent wants to transition the

system to. Alternative properties from achievement goals may be defined to

represent the interests of the agent’s programmer. Desires may be described in

either a positive or negative manner and may have temporal aspects. PDDL

has already included the concept of negative formulations for goals. ”Safety

constraints” in PDDL describe some set of domain variable assignments that
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must not be satisfied at the end of plan execution, corresponding to Weld and

Etzioni’s concept of ”tidiness” [27]. Other recent work in planning has started

to address the temporal aspects of goals, using temporal logic [28].

t1 t2 now

t3

t4

t5

t6

t7

t8

t9

Causal Cone

Desired
Cone

Figure 3.3: Agent Decision-Making applied to System Model

Just as the domain can be described using a number of different rep-

resentations, plans can also be described in various manners. The simplest

description of a plan is a sequence of actions to execute. This sequence is

referred to as a totally ordered plan. Although it describes a path in the tran-

sition system from the current state to a goal state, totally ordered plans are

brittle; they provide no flexibility to the agent for handling exceptions during

execution. If information about the dependencies among actions are recorded

by the planning process, a partially ordered plan can be generated. A par-
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tially ordered plan affords the agent some flexibility in action ordering during

execution. If the agent recognizes some uncertainty in the domain, contingent

or conformant plans can be generated. If an action is known to have two (or

more) possible outcomes, an agent can produce a plan that covers each even-

tuality. Plans that contain branches are called contingent plans. Conformant

plans are sequences of actions whose execution is guaranteed to achieve the

goal state, regardless of which outcome the constituent actions realize.

Figure 3.3 shows an abstract representation of how the elements of a

planning problem are used for agent decision making. The states that are

relevant to the agent’s desires are marked as desired states in Figure 3.3. The

relevance or irrelevance of states is determined through reasoning about cause

and effect in the domain. It is from those relevant states that the plan will be

constructed. The irrelevant states will be pruned or ignored by the planning

system.

3.2.2 Search-based Planning

The concept of time is central to any research dealing with dynamic

environments. Planning predicts the effects of actions and creates an under-

standing of the long-term effects of those actions on the environment. Under-

standing cause and effect improves decision-making by linking the immediate

action to expected future benefits.

Figure 3.4 shows the general form of a planning problem. The planning

problem takes as input the initial conditions of the world state, axioms or rules
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that govern operation in the domain, the goal conditions, and a description of

all the actions that can be executed.

World State/
 Initial Conditions

GoalsDomain Axioms Action Descriptions

Planning

Plan

Figure 3.4: General Form of a Planning Problem

Temporal reasoning capabilities can be provided by planning. Planning

provides techniques for finding ordered sets of actions whose execution will

transform the environment from one specified state to another specified state

[4]. The features of planning that can benefit multi-agent systems are as

follows: (1) planning provides a generic, domain-independent problem solving

mechanism, (2) planning generates explicit information about the future states

of the environment (that allows the agents to communicate), and (3) planning

does not require experience or ”training” to learn about or adapt to new

problems or unseen (but recognizable) situations. Planning enables an agent to

correctly operate through deliberation when its model of the domain describes

the current and goal states as opposed to reinforcement learning techniques

which allow the agent, through experimentation (and thus necessarily through
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some incorrect action), build a model of what the correct action is.

All classical planning methods reduce to some type of search. Sets of

actions are evaluated against goal conditions to test whether the goals are sat-

isfied. Variety in planning methods stems from the efficiency or expressiveness

of the encoding of the planning problem.

In planning, A* search or one of the many variants thereof is com-

monly used [29]. A* is a best-first search using a heuristic function to choose

to evaluate the closest node to the goal state. The valuation function for

state exploration is given by equation 3.7. g(n) is the distance from the node

corresponding to the current state to the node being evaluated and h(n) is

an estimate of the distance from the node being evaluated to the node corre-

sponding to the goal state. Upon finding a node that matches the goal state,

search is terminated and the sequence of actions used is returned.

f(n) = g(n) + h(n) (3.7)

In the UAV domain, finding a solution quickly is important. If the

agent spends too much time computing, to try to find an optimal solution,

the situation will have changed, rendering that solution useless. Rather than

suffer from analysis paralysis, the agent should generate a candidate solution

to begin acting on, then try to improve that solution over time.

Incremental versions of A*, such as Dynamic Fringe-Saving A* [30],

support replanning in response to changes in the environment by either re-
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planning from the point of change or updating h and g values (i.e., estimated

distance to goal and distance from start to current state respectively) to correct

for the change. Anytime Repairing A* (ARA*) [31] uses a bounded heuristic

to find a, possibly highly suboptimal, solution very quickly, then tightens the

bounds on the heuristic over time to improve the solution. Given enough time,

ARA* reduces to A*, and is guaranteed to be optimal. However A* searches

do not handle multiple objectives, thus care must be taken in how the search

goal is defined to ensure it captures the agent programmer’s intent.

Search is not always performed in the space of domain states. Instead, it

may be performed in the space of the plan and actions. Partial-order planning

[32] expands the action descriptions to examine the relationships among their

preconditions and postconditions. A plan graph is constructed and a depth

first search is performed, matching action postconditions to the preconditions

for goal achievement until all preconditions are accounted for and matched to

the postconditions of the initial state. Upon detection of conflicts among the

chosen actions, backjumping is used to unwind and select replacement actions.

Graphplan [33] extends the planning graph idea by annotating the planning

graph to add search constraints as the graph is being built.

Specialized planning representations facilitate the application of spe-

cialized search methods. The planning problem may be encoded as a boolean

satisfiability problem [34]. Values are bound to the boolean variables cor-

responding to the state and action variables, then checked for inconsistency

among the bindings. If inconsistencies are detected, the new values are at-
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tempted until either a consistent interpretation is found, yielding a plan, or all

possible bindings are checked. Although this is a brute force method that re-

lies on enumeration of the space, advances in SAT solvers make this a feasible

approach to use.

Alternatively, model-based planning (MBP) approaches use binary de-

cision diagrams (BDDs) to efficiently encode the states for application of sym-

bolic model checkers (SMCs)[35][36]. MBP improves the expressiveness of

state and plan representations to include features such as non-determinism

and temporally extended goals.

3.2.3 Decision-Theoretic Planning

Decision theory is then applied to the domain model described in sec-

tion 3.2.1for the purposes of trading off the costs and benefits of pursuing the

various desires and selecting the best actions to execute.

If an agent is charged with a single goal, an action is rational if it aids

the agent in achieving that goal. Execution of actions that either hinder the

agent’s progress towards its goals or produce no benefit is clearly irrational.

When the agent is charged with multiple, competing desires, rationality is not

as simple. The best interests of the agent must be decided in the context of

all the agent’s goals.

Research in decision theoretic agents operates under a different set of

assumptions than research in classical planning agents, stemming from its

roots in probability and utility theory. Agents evaluate actions in comparison
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to other available actions, attempting to find the path that yields the maximum

expected utility to the agent.

Decision-theoretic planning [37] [38] uses Markov decision processes to

perform this reasoning by allowing a range of reward values. Decision-theoretic

planning does allow for the evaluation of capabilities in the context of the

agent’s desires.

Consider a deliberative agent, which explicitly represents and reasons

about the possible states of the system, S, and the actions, A, that cause

transitions among those states. A policy, or universal plan, is a function

mapping the possible system states into the actions available to the agent,

π : S 7→ A. An ideally rational agent would ”do the right thing” in any given

state. The policy a rational agent follows will be referred to as πrational. It is

not always possible to compute πrational due to computational or knowledge

constraints. Instead, the objective of an action selection mechanism is to use

the agent’s computational power and knowledge to approximate πrational in the

current state.

Decision-theoretic approaches have been designed for tradeoff reasoning

and can be used for deciding what actions are in the best interests of the

agent. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [39] are modeled as: (1) S, a finite

set describing the possible states of the system, (2) A, a finite set of actions

available for the agent to execute, (3) P : S ×A× S 7→ [0, 1], where P (s, a, t)

is the probability of transitioning to state t if the action a is executed in state

s, and (4) R : S 7→ R, a function mapping each state into numeric values that
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signify the reward the agent receives for reaching each state. Assuming the

agent has knowledge of the domain description (S, A, and P (s, a, t)) and its

desires (R(s)), the agent can estimate the value of each action. Depending on

the accuracy of the estimated values, the constructed action selection policy

may or may not follow πrational.

To create a policy describing which actions to execute, the domain

transition system will be annotated with values related to the desirability of

each state. With the set of reachable states, S, the given actions, A, and

the transition relation described by P (s, a, t), all that remains is to generate

the policy. The policy is determined by estimating the value for each state,

and finding the action whose execution has the maximal expected value. The

expected value for each state, given that the agent is following policy π, is

given by equation (3.8).

Vπ(s) = R(s) + β
∑
t∈S

P (s, π(s), t) · Vπ(t) (3.8)

Briefly, as described by equation (3.8), the value for a policy in a given

state, Vπ(s), is the reward, R(s), gained from that state added to the value

the agent expects to gain in the future by following the policy. β represents

a discount rate (i.e., 0 ≤ β ≤ 1) that biases the expected value towards

rewards that can be obtained through fewer actions, embodying the proverb

that “a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush”. An optimal policy is one

whose expected value is at least as much as all other possible policies. One
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simple, but computationally intensive, method for constructing an optimal

policy is to compute the maximum values for each state to find which actions

maximize those values. In value iteration [40], the maximum expected value

for each state is calculated by propagating rewards over the transitions in

the reachability model until the values converge. Equation (3.9) describes

the value iteration process. V i denotes the value function after i iterations.

Starting with an empty initial value function V 0, as i increases, the choice for

a that maximizes the value for each state will form the policy.

V i+1(s) = max
a∈A

{R(s) + β
∑
t∈S

P (s, π(s), t) · V i(t)} (3.9)

Alternatively, decision-theoretic planning approaches can use reinforce-

ment learning to compute the optimal policy. Learning the optimal policy may

be efficient for maintenance style goals or episodic domains. However, learning

requires training time, meaning there will be some lag in the agent’s response

to perturbations that affect the modeling of the domain. In non-episodic do-

mains, for example, if the agent possesses an achievement goal, upon satisfac-

tion of that goal the agent will have to re-train to learn what actions will lead

it to any secondary desires that the agent holds. This research combines the

value representations from decision-theoretic models with search-based plan-

ning techniques to calculate the value of goals and commitments.
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3.2.4 Abstraction in Action Selection

As domain representations grow large, computational tractability for

action selection becomes an issue. The concept of abstraction plays a large part

in the approach taken in this dissertation. Action selection can be performed

at either of two abstraction levels, the action level and the goal or task level.

At the action level, research approaches include planning, decision theory, and

machine learning. At the goal level, research approaches include coordination

and collaboration methods for negotiation and task allocation.

There are benefits and drawbacks for each of these approaches. When

reasoning at the action level only, the drawback is captured by the saying,

“can’t see the forest for the trees.” It is difficult to recognize and efficiently

incorporate changes that occur in the system at the goal level. When reasoning

at the goal level, the interactions among the actions may not be obvious. By

reasoning concurrently at both the goal and action level, the agent will be able

to incorporate changes at both the goal and action levels.

Abstraction methods have been used [41] [42] to link reasoning about

actions to reasoning about goals and vice versa. Hierarchical Task Networks

(HTNs) [43] have been used extensively to control the computational costs by

varying the detail level at which the agent reasons through divide-and-conquer.

As with most planning approaches, HTNs are concerned only with whether a

set of goals is achievable as a whole. Following the planning approach would

restrict the autonomy of the agents since they would no longer be able to

say “no” to individual goals This research also uses abstraction to control
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computation, but differs in objective. By reasoning about goals individually,

the ability of the agent to say “no” to individual goals is preserved.

Related work by Lane and Kaelbling [44] explored transforming nav-

igation domains into traveling salesman problems. In their work, Lane and

Kaelbling analyze a mail delivery domain (very similar to the UAV domain)

at an action level, where it is necessary that all tasks are achieved, and reduce

it to a shortest path problem (i.e., the traveling salesman). However, it may

not always be the case that achievement of all goals are required. Requiring

that an agent satisfy all its goals precludes the agent from declining goals. As

an alternative, a decision-theoretic approach may prove more desirable specifi-

cally in domains where achieving all goals is impossible. When tasks are given

individual reward values, the agent must reason about which tasks to pursue.

Smith [45] addresses domain abstraction for the the partial satisfac-

tion case in a similar manner as Lane and Kaebling in his treatment of over-

subscription problems. Smith transforms a plan graph into an orienteering

variant of the traveling salesman problem. Rather than searching for the

best path encompassing all goals, orienteering uses resource constraints to

find the best path to the limits of the agent’s resources. Smith’s approach to

over-subscription planning [45] is to divide the problem into separate subset

selection and planning problems. Similarly, Proper and Tadepalli proposed

“Assignment-based decomposition” which is based on decomposing the prob-

lem of action selection into an upper assignment level and a lower task execu-

tion level [46]. They solve the assignment problem by search and handle the
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task execution with coordinated reinforcement learning. Vokř́ınek et. al. [8]

and Lane and Kaebling [44] both transform their respective navigation domain

MDPs into variants of the Traveling Salesman Problem. This dissertation fol-

lows this two-level reasoning approach, separating low-level primitive actions

from task-level concerns. Coordination through commitments are analyzed at

the task level while still maintaining a link to the the primitive actions for

action execution. Additionally, the lower level planning algorithms can be

replaced or modified independently of the task-level reasoning.

The decision-theoretic planning approach builds an MDP for the overall

action selection problem and factors it to reduce the computation. Previous

work in factoring MDPs [38][47] concentrated on factoring either the structure

in the domain or the actions of the agents. This work factors along the goals,

maintaining information about the individual impact of the rewards on action

selection, to facilitate reasoning about the goals. Boutilier has also performed

some work in separating the reward function based on a structure similar to

planning graphs [48]. In their work, they calculate policies for each goal, then

merge the MDPs into a combined policy. The drawback of their work is that

after merging, there is no way to release a goal without restarting the merging

process.

3.3 Coordinated Action

Equally important to handling multiple objectives, agents operating in

multi-agent systems must handle interactions with other agents. For example,
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Gasser states the following requirements for the design and construction of

multi-agent systems [49]: 1) Formulate, describe, and decompose problems and

synthesize results among a group of agents. 2) Enable agent communication

and interaction. 3) Ensure that agents act coherently, accommodating the non-

local effects of local decisions. 4) Enable individual agents to reason about the

states of other agents in order to facilitate coordination. 5) Recognize and

reconcile disparate viewpoints and intentions among a collection of agents. 6)

Engineer and constrain practical systems.

Decisions are rarely made in isolation. In addition to handling any per-

turbations that affect the modeling of the domain, agents should account for

the perturbations caused by interaction with other agents. Multi-agent sys-

tems are a problem-solving paradigm targeting complex distributed domains.

Just as an agent is a reasoning and acting system that is situated in some en-

vironment, multi-agent systems are distributed reasoning and acting systems

that are situated in some environment. Each agent is associated with some set

of actions that it can execute to effect changes on the environment. The agent

performs decision-making reasoning to select and execute actions within that

set to achieve its goals.

Each agent has the final authority and responsibility for its actions,

but there are times when it is in an agent’s interests to coordinate, cooperate,

or collaborate with other agents. Since each agent is a separate, autonomous

entity, the action selection process for each agent is complicated by the fact

that the agent may not know what actions other members of the system plan to
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perform. With many agents acting in a single environment, there are risks and

opportunities stemming from interactions among the agents. The risk stems

from the possibility that the effects of actions by one agent may interfere

with the effects of actions by other agents. However, when the actions of

the agents are coordinated, specifically when agents actively collaborate, the

opportunity exists for the agents as a group to achieve more than any agent

could individually.

Interactions among agents may be characterized in many ways. Accord-

ing to Jennings [50], coordination is ”the process by which an agent reasons

about its local actions and the anticipated actions of others to try and ensure

the community acts in a coherent manner”. In decision-making for coordi-

nated action, an agent must have some prediction of the future actions of other

agents. This may be accomplished implicitly though the design of the agent,

such as using social laws that the agents must follow, or explicitly through com-

munication among the agents. Where coordination deals with non-interference

among agents, cooperation differentiates itself by incorporating the concepts

of joint action or joint intention [51] [52]. Cooperation requires some common

desire across the cooperating agents. Both the concepts of coordination and

cooperation describe how agents act together. In addition to acting together,

agents also have the ability to collaborate, or reason together to solve a com-

mon problem. Collaboration is distinct from coordination and cooperation in

that it describes agent interactions in the decision-making process, not the

acting process.
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Planning systems were originally designed for centralized computation

for single actor systems. More specifically, they were originally designed for

systems where the single actor was the sole source of change in the envi-

ronment. Agents and multi-agent systems deal with multiple actors and are

targeted at dynamic environments. Although there have been many recent de-

velopments in planning to deal with concurrency and dynamic environments

[53], many issues remain to be addressed in order to use planning methods for

multi-agent decision-making. Rather than assuming that the interests of the

participating agents are aligned, this research intends to address the problem

of combining the individual desires of the interacting agents. Since this re-

search investigates decision-making from the point of view of each individual

agent, coordination will emerge from their individual actions.

MDPs have also been extended to be solved in a decentralized fashion

for action by teams of agents, as shown by the work on DEC-POMDP [54]

and COM-MTDP [55]. In each of these cases, agents solve their individual

MDPs. However, the agents also use coordination mechanisms such as joint

observations or communication to align the actions of individual agents in

pursuit of a joint goal or to maximize the joint rewards. In the teamwork

paradigms, the individuality of the agents is subsumed by the needs of the

team. This may not always be desirable, such as in the case where the agents

have different programmers with different objectives. In that case, the agents

still need to handle interactions, but with independent goal constraints.

Coordination can also be approached in a bottom-up fashion through
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analysis of each agent’s individual tasks. Based on the characteristics of task-

oriented domains, Zlotkin and Rosenschein have constructed mechanisms that

enforce certain properties. A task-oriented domain [12] is represented by a

triple 〈T, A, c〉; T representing a set of tasks, A representing a set of agents,

and c providing the costs of accomplishing a subset of tasks by a single agent.

Two other important features of task-oriented domains are: (1) there are no

negative interactions among the tasks, and (2) the tasks are interchangeable

among the agents.

As a mix of top-down and bottom-up approaches, hierarchical repre-

sentations can be used. TÆMS provides an expressive representation for task

hierarchies [56]. In TÆMS, tasks are annotated with their relationships, such

as “facilitates” and “hinders”. Although multiple relationships can be defined

per task, TÆMS does not naturally capture the freedom of ordering of subsets

of tasks or their collective effect on the values of the individual tasks. For in-

stance, if task1 can either facilitate or hinder task2 depending on which other

tasks the agent has selected and their order of execution, the individual rela-

tionships must be enumerated and encoded. In domains, like the UAV domain,

where the interdependencies among the tasks are structured, that structure

can be encoded to allow the agent to perform automated reasoning over the

task relationships. The task valuations are derived from decision-theoretic

models and search-based planning to ensure the agents behave rationally with

respect to their coordination methods.
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3.3.1 Commitment

Internally, agents use commitments to guide their planning and acting

behaviors. Externally, commitments in a multi-agent system introduce pre-

dictability where it was previously lacking, enabling the agents to reason about

future actions with some confidence.

Cohen and Levesque famously stated that intention is choice with com-

mitment [57]. In this case, the agent has a decision to make. They define

commitments in terms of persistent goals for which the agent tries to bring

about the goal state until the goal state is achieved. Persistent goals are de-

fined as a three-tuple consisting of an agent, a goal, and an escape clause.

This defines commitments as internal to each agent. Ideally, commitment is

used so that the agent will not renege on its decision to pursue a given goal.

There are conditions where, rationally, an agent should drop its commitment

to a given goal. The agent can de-commit to a goal if the goal state has been

achieved, the agent believes the goal state is un-achievable, or the conditions

of a predefined escape clause has been satisfied. The escape clause is used to

represent the motivations the agent used in committing to the goal so that

when the motivations are mooted, the agent will de-commit. Jennings splits

Cohen and Levesque’s definition of persistent goals into the concepts of com-

mitments (pledges to undertake a specified course of action) and conventions

(means of monitoring commitments in changing circumstances) [11].

Similary to Cohen and Levesque, Singh treats commitments as goals

to achieve rather than actions [58]. Singh represents a commitment as a four-
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tuple consisting of a proposition representing the discharge conditions, a debtor

agent, a creditor agent, and a context group of agents. This notion of commit-

ment is a social construct describing the obligations formed among agents. The

debtor agent is the committed agent and the creditor is the recipient of that

commitment. The context group describes the set of agents and the norms

and conventions adopted by that set of agents. Singh also defines a set of

operations on commitments (Create, Discharge, Cancel, Release, Delegate,

and Assign). All of these operations, except Discharge, are typically per-

formatives or speech acts whose semantics and pragmatics are defined by the

norms and conventions of the context group. Avali extended Singh’s work by

integrating BDI and CTL logics [59][60] to better handle temporal constraints

of commitments. She also formally defined the temporal differences between

discrete, continuous, interval, and periodic commitments. Singh has also ex-

tended his work to define new reasoning postulates and constraints that can

be used for modeling commitments [61].

Recent work on promise theory shares much commonality with Singh’s

definitions of social commitments [62][63]. Promise theory combines commit-

ments with speech acts where the announcement of a commitment is the source

of the obligation among agents. Bergstra states “A promise is an announce-

ment of fact or behavior by a promiser to a promisee, observed by a number

of witnesses (referred to as the scope of the promise), whose outcome has yet

to be assessed”[62]. Prior to the speech act, agents’ internally represented

decided courses of action are intentions. The act of recording and publishing
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an intention transforms it into a promise. Promises represent voluntary co-

operation while obligations may be either self-imposed of externally imposed.

Additionally, since promises relate to the documentation of intentions rather

than directly to intentions themselves, agents can promise non-intended ac-

tions, raising the issues of deception and trust issues among the agents [64][65].

Trust will not be directly addressed in this dissertation, but is an important

consideration for future work on this topic.

This dissertation follows the semantics of promise theory. Internal com-

mitments as releasable at any time during replanning. Agents use communica-

tion to announce internal commitments, thereby creating social commitments

or promises. Since social commitments describe a single agent’s intentions,

that agent can also freely release itself from social commitments, subject to

the norms and conventions of the society. Pragmatically, the utility of com-

mitments are calculated to determine when an agent should create or release

a social commitment.

3.4 Action Execution

For an agent operating in some environment, it is not enough to merely

generate a plan. In order to satisfy its desires, an agent must also execute its

plan. Generally, action selection using planning entails following the con-

structed plan. At any time, the agent executes the next action as dictated by

the plan. When there exists uncertainty in the application domain, execution

of plans is complicated by concerns over whether the plan will achieve the
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desired result. Classical planning constructs weak plans, where there exists

some case where execution of the plan will yield the desired result. Through

extensions to classical planning representations, planners have been adapted

to search for strong plans or conformant plans whose execution will yield the

desired result in all cases.

Planning algorithms have been devised to produce weak or strong plans

which operate under “optimistic” and “pessimistic” assumptions about the

environment. Weak plans provide no guarantees for achieving a goal under

non-determinism, relying instead on the best possible outcome for each ac-

tion. Strong plans account for non-determinism, describing a course of action

that achieves a goal regardless of the outcome of each action [66]. In be-

tween weak and strong plans are n-fault tolerant plans. N-fault tolerant plans

accommodate some amount of non-determinism [67].

The drawback of using strong plans is that the search criteria for a

strong plan may be too constraining. Especially when non-determinism is in-

volved, strong plans may just not exist. Instead, conditional plans can be used

to represent choice points, where the appropriate action may differ depending

on feedback from the environment.

The use of conditional plans raises the issue of separation of planning

and acting. Planning and acting are conceptually different activities, hence

their separation in Lam’s core competency model [18]. Along this line of rea-

soning, continual planning was developed, interleaving planning with execu-

tion [68]. Continual planning methods allow an agent to adjust to unexpected
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situations by interleaving replanning and execution. The agent senses the

environment to see how it has changed in a way that would affect the plan

of action that the agent is following. The action selection process can be as

simple as picking the next action in the plan to execute.

Sense Environment

Plan/Replan

Execute Action

Select Action

Single Agent Activity

Figure 3.5: Action Selection for a Single Agent

This separation of planning and acting is central to this research be-

cause, since mission objectives change over time, it would not be possible to

completely plan out the agent’s actions before execution due to lack of knowl-

edge about the mission objectives. The topic of action execution raises the

issues of replanning and anytime planning algorithms.
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Figure 3.5 shows a simple reasoning loop describing how planning and

action selection can be interleaved with execution for agent operation in a

single agent. This research follows that simple reasoning loop, triggering re-

planning when an agent detects that either the state is different from what

the agent expected, or when the goals of that agent changes.
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Part II

Research Approach
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Chapter 4

Action Valuation for Agent Behavior

The concept of action valuation is central to answering this disserta-

tion’s research questions. An accurate evaluation of actions will describe which

actions are rational. Assuming rational behavior, analysis of the effect com-

mitments have on action valuations produces an understanding of the effect

commitments have on an agent’s ability to accumulate rewards, answering Re-

search Question 1. Analysis of the effect commitments have on action valuation

for multiple agents answers Research Question 2.

The Maximum Rationality Hypothesis was proposed by Newell as the

principle of rationality [69]: ”If an agent has knowledge that one of its actions

will lead to one of its goals, then the agent will select that action”. This for-

mulation results in the law of behavior at the knowledge level. Thus, there is

a direct connection between goals, knowledge, and subsequent actions. Unfor-

tunately, Newell’s formulation of rationality treats all goals as equal; actions

that help in achieving any goal are considered rational without regard of the

impact those actions have on other goals the agent holds. Sets of goals tasked

to an agent are not necessarily internally consistent. Goal conflicts may exist

among the goals themselves or conflicts among plans and schedules may render
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achievement of some goals mutually exclusive.

Anderson offers a different view on rationality. According to Ander-

son’s Principle of Rationality, “The cognitive system optimizes the adaptation

of the behavior of the organism” [70]. Planning and decision theory roughly

correspond to the Maximum Rationality Hypothesis and Principle of Rational-

ity. By combining these principles, the objective of decision-theoretic planning

is to determine optimal action under complex reward formulations. Follow-

ing the Principle of Rationality, the purpose of action selection is to find the

maximally valued action, argmaxa∈AV (a|s). Incorporating explicit linkages

to goals, the objective can be represented as argmaxa∈AV (a|s,G) for a given

set of goals G.

Autonomous agents can be designed to behave correctly by applying

these two concepts of rationality. An autonomous agent can be equipped with

an action selection mechanism that maximizes accumulation of value from the

agent’s goals and the goals can be adjusted by the programmer until the agent

behaves correctly.

Determining a maximally valued course of action is a sequential de-

cision problem, where the initial decision impacts future decisions (i.e., the

agent must consider not only the effects of its actions in the current state, but

also the future consequences of any actions it takes). Further complicating the

matter, the agent must consider the consequences of each action in relation to

each of the goals the agent holds. Decision theory is the mathematical eval-

uation of risks, uncertainty, and benefits to calculate the value of alternative
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choices. Applied to agents, decision theory can form the basis for rational ac-

tion selection in the face of uncertainty. An agent acts rationally if it performs

actions that are in its “best interests” [6]. Often defined in terms of their

beliefs, desires, and intentions [3], the best interests of an agent correspond

to the desires of the agent, modeled as goals the agent holds. Armed with

decision theory, an agent can weigh the expected rewards to be gained from

achieving each of its goals against the costs of actions to determine which goals

are worth achieving, as well as the order in which to achieve those goals.

Rational action is based on determining the value of each action avail-

able to the agent. With an accurate model of action values, execution is simple;

the agent will execute the highest valued actions. Actions derive their value

from the agent’s desires. An agent may not be able to satisfy all its desires and

must decide which desires to pursue. Based on what their respective program-

mers decide, agents may consider some tasks “unprofitable.” Profitability is

determined by combining the desirability of a task (a reward) with the costs

required to achieve that task. Profitability of a given task is dependent on

other tasks. When tasks are aligned, an agent may benefit by a reduced cost

for achieving a set of tasks compared to the sum of the individual costs of the

constituent tasks. For example, combining trips to the grocer and the bank

may be less resource intensive (in terms of time, gas, etc.) than making sep-

arate trips. The UAV Surveillance domain is a “cost-to-move” domain so the

agent is motivated to find the shortest path that accumulates the most value.
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4.1 Solving for Action Valuation

4.1.1 Action Selection Algorithm Characteristics

The variety of approaches to action selection each have been con-

structed to address different issues, and thus have different performance char-

acteristics. The characteristics of the domain impose a set of requirements

on the action selection algorithms that can be applied. Of particular inter-

est to this research are the ability to handle multiple objectives and dynamic

response to changing objectives.

4.1.1.1 Multi-objective Reasoning

The usefulness of an agent is determined by how well its operation sat-

isfies the intent of the programmer of that agent. Essentially, the programmer

imbues the agent with his or her desires, so that the agent acts as a proxy

for the programmer in whatever environment the agent has been deployed in.

The best interests of an agent are defined by the desires of that agent, and

in turn the desires of that agent’s programmer. With the desires of an agent

defined, the performance of that agent can be measured against how well it

satisfies its desires. This metric describes the rationality of an agent. An agent

is considered rational if it chooses to perform actions that are in its own best

interests [6].

Planning provides efficient representations and methods to perform

search over the transition system agents use to model their domain. Histor-

ically, planning research is based on action selection in domains where there
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is a single actor. However, agent research concerns are significantly different

from planning research concerns. Agent research is steeped in a tradition of

compromise and negotiation. This dissertation intends to act as a bridge be-

tween planning and agent research, to equip agents with the efficient reasoning

capabilities that planning provides while maintaining the flexibility to handle

the dynamics of operating in a multi-agent system.

In terms of planning research, the problem of over-subscription planning

[45][10] is the most applicable. In over-subscription planning, the planner,

constrained by either time or resources, selects a subset of the goals for which

it devises a plan. In Smith’s work, the process is split into subset selection

and then planning. This requires the subset selection algorithm to know a lot

about the domain to make a good selection.

4.1.1.2 Dynamic Response

Responding to change is another central motivation for this research.

The naive response to change is to discard the old plan and replan from scratch.

Replanning is the application of plan modification, or the reuse of previous

plan computations, to speed regeneration of a plan in response to changing

conditions.
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Chapter 5

Abstraction

Agents can perform reasoning at either the desire level or the action

level. Either approach has some pitfalls summarized by the following idioms:

“Can’t see the forest for all the trees” and “the devil is in the details.” When

reasoning at purely the action level, it is easy to misunderstand the larger pic-

ture, meaning the overall relations among the desires the agent holds. When

reasoning at purely the desire level, unintended consequences of the actions

may be overlooked. Hierarchical representations and reasoning attempt to

solve this problem by enabling an agent to reason at multiple levels of ab-

straction.

The value of a set of goals when agents are allowed to say ‘no’ is the

maximum value for some subset of goals, V (Goals) = maxG⊂Goals(V (G)). My

research follows Smith’s approach to the over-subscription problem; There are

two phases of decision making, selection of the subset of goals to achieve, then

finding the plan that best achieves that subset of goals.
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5.1 Desire Analysis

Before deciding whether to accept or reject a goal, an understanding

must be formed about the value of the goals involved. An important charac-

teristic of an autonomous agent is the ability to decide which goals to pursue.

Towards this end, the agent’s desires may be combined in an “OR” fashion,

where the agent may receive rewards for goals independently and additively.

The agent must consider not only the order in which to achieve, but whether

to try to achieve each particular goal at all. In practice, the cost to achieve

a goal may outweigh the reward, in which case the agent should not pursue

that goal. Additionally, since execution of actions can change the agent’s cost

to achieve each remaining goal, pursuing one goal may make it more or less

profitable (even unprofitable) to pursue other goals.

A form of Markov Decision Process (MDP) is used to perform the

reward/cost analysis. Macro actions are used to combine low level domain

actions into actions operating at a more abstract level, i.e., at the goal level

[71]. State variables can be abstracted away (factored out of the representa-

tion). By creating a macro for each goal, reasoning can be performed in terms

of desire states, referred to as the desire space [72]. Macro actions provide

a bridge between the primitive actions, the building blocks for action execu-

tion, and goals, the building blocks for reasoning about coordination. As an

added benefit, macro actions encapsulate the uncertainty in the domain (e.g.,

non-deterministic actions) and can be treated semi-deterministically. Tasks

are represented as consisting of three components, the states from which the
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task can be achieved (precondition), the state (labeled a goal) following task

execution, and the reward (desirability) the agent will receive from achieving

that goal.

Figure 5.1 shows the desire space for three targets in the UAV domain.

Each desire state is labeled with the set of goal variables, G1, G2, G3, denoting

which goals have not been achieved in that state. Initially, the agent is in

the state marked by the full set of goals and the current location. Applica-

tion of each macro leads the agent to the desire state where the appropriate

goal is marked as achieved (removed from the set), leading up to the state

with all goals being achieved (the empty set). Unfortunately, the complete

domain space cannot be factored out because the cost function for the macro

actions is dependent upon the agent’s location in the domain space. Luckily,

if an agent executes actions according to this decision-making mechanism, the

only relevant locations in the domain space are the current location and the

termination states of the macro actions (i.e., the location of the targets).

The motivations for reasoning in the desire space include: (1) the desire

space is smaller than the complete state space (the desire space grows in the

number of goals, not the number of state variables), and (2) the structure of

the desire space can be exploited algorithmically during computation. The

model for reasoning about the desire space is defined as follows. Given the

domain space of the problem Sdomain, some subset of those states are marked

as goals, G ⊆ Sdomain = {g1, g2, ...gK}. The states of the desire space are built

from the goal variables and the agent’s location in the domain space. Each
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Figure 5.1: Desire space for the UAV domain with three targets (goals)

macro action is constructed to move the agent to a given goal state. The

terminal states are represented as a probability distribution over the domain

states. However, due to the nature of macro actions, the probability is con-

centrated on the goal state. It is possible for a macro to have termination

states that represent failure of that macro to achieve its goal but, for sim-

plicity of explanation, this dissertation expects the macro actions to always

terminate in its goal state without fail. Macro failures are incorporated in

the replanning process. The desire states are denoted by a tuple 〈Gunach, s〉.
The first element of the tuple, Gunach is the set of goals that have not been
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achieved. The second element of the tuple is the location of the agent in

Sdomain. The agent can only be located at the initial location sinitial, or as a

result of executing a macro action, in an accomplished goal location gi, hence,

Sdesire = {〈G, sinitial〉, 〈Gunach, gi〉 s.t. Gunach ⊆ G and gi ∈ Goals/Gunach}.
The action set Adesire = {macro1,macro2, . . . ,macroK} is the set of macro

actions, one for achieving each goal the agent holds. Finally, the reward func-

tion, R : Goals 7→ R, assigns a separate reward value to each goal. An action

level cost function caction is required to estimate the costs incurred by executing

the macro action. This cost is related to the distance the agent must travel

from a given domain state to the termination state of the macro.

Decision-theoretic planning, as described by Boutilier, Dean, and Hanks

[37] [38], uses MDPs to perform reasoning by allowing a range of reward val-

ues. As another benefit, MDPs naturally capture and handle the uncertainty

inherent in the domain. Since the solution to an MDP consists of a policy de-

scribing the action to take in any given state, MDPs are suited for adaptation

to continuous planning as well.

A Markov decision process M is a representation of this action selection

problem, consisting of four components: the state space, S = {s1, s2, ..., sN};
actions the agent can execute, A = {a1, a2, ..., aL}; a transition function de-

scribing the probability that executing each action a in some state s will result

in some state s′, T : S ×A× S 7→ [0, 1]; and a reward function describing the

value earned by the agent for reaching each state, R : S 7→ R. The product of

an MDP planning algorithm is a policy π : S 7→ A describing what action the
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V (〈{}, s〉) = 0 (5.1)

V (〈Gunach, s〉) = max


0, max

macroi∈Adesire




caction(macroi, s)
+R(gi)

+V (〈Gunach − gi, gi〉)





 (5.2)

agent should execute for any state it may find itself in.

This research splits the reward function according to the goals. The

evaluation of states and actions is changed to match. Global termination states

are those states in which there are no further profitable actions. States in which

all goals have been achieved are global termination states since all rewards have

already been collected. The global termination states are assigned a value of

0, indicating that no further action will yield any reward. The expected value

of desire states are defined in equations 5.1 and 5.2.

The value of a state is simply the sum of the cost of executing the

macro from that state (a negative number), the reward for achieving the im-

mediate goal through macro execution, and any expected value for being in

the resulting state due to expected future goal achievement. Note that if no

action is profitable (i.e., the cost of each action outweighs its benefits), then

the state is also a global termination state and is given a value of 0.

Since goals, once completed, cannot be undone in this domain, loops

cannot exist in the graph. This enables calculation of the expected values

to proceed through simple accumulation of the values from a single graph

traversal rather than an iterative process. The nodes in the graph represent

the values for achieving the various subsets of goals, yielding the c we need to
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fully describe the task-oriented domain. Given an agent’s starting location s,

c(T ) = V (T, s) from the above model.

The cost function for the UAV Surveillance domain falls into the cat-

egory of “cost-to-move” frameworks due to the structure the cost function

imposes on the value calculations for the MDP. In cost-to-move problems,

each action the agent executes incurs some cost c < 0 as part of the reward

structure. This provides incentive for the agent to reach its goal states with

the minimal amount of movement actions.

Even in the simplified UAV Surveillance domain, analysis of the state

space directly is computationally intractable. Approximation and estimation

methods are used to reduce computation required for decision-making in any

reasonable time frame. Towards this end, this work addresses a restricted class

of MDPs, using simple domains to explore complex goal related behaviors.

Making the assumption that the set of goals assigned to an agent is much

smaller than the total set of domain states, this research uses macro actions

to abstract away the domain physics, reasoning about the desire space of the

agent.

Macro actions are used to combine the primitive actions available to the

agent (i.e., movement actions), allowing the agent to reason at a higher level

of abstraction (i.e., goals). Macro actions are constructed for UAV Surveil-

lance to move to each target location, enabling reasoning in the desire space.

Through domain analysis, macro actions can be created manually to control

the operation of the UAVs. The macros consist of the actions required to turn
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the UAV towards the specified target location and move until the destination

is reached.

5.2 Macro Actions and the Desire Space

The use of the basic reward structure for MDP models is limiting in

that if the agent has multiple goals to achieve, those goals must be represented

as part of the state definition. For example, consider if the domain states are

defined as a product of state variables, Sdomain = V1×V2× ...×VL. If an agent

desires to sequentially visit multiple states in the domain, the actions that the

agent selects will be different depending on which of the goal states the agent

has already visited. Desire states of the agent can be defined as a product

of the goal variables (boolean values indicating whether each goal has been

achieved), Sdesire = G1 × G2 × ... × GK . The states represented in MDP M

must be able to differentiate between the same domain states when the agent

has different desire states, hence S = V1×V2× ...×VL×G1×G2× ...×GK . In

essence, the additional propositions from Sdesire are used to prevent attempted

repeat collection of the same reward and are necessary to accurately model the

domain.

Computation for solving an MDP is dependent upon its size. Fac-

toring can been used to reduce computation through abstracting the MDP

into higher level states and actions. This research makes use of the concept of

macro actions, specifically, the option model developed by Sutton, Precup, and

Singh [71]. Macro actions generalize actions into courses of action, combining
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primitive actions to reach some objective, such as moving from landmark to

landmark. To construct the desire space, the target (goal) locations are used

as the landmarks for generation of macro actions [72].

For example, take the domain illustrated in Figure 5.2 as a further

simplification of the UAV Surveillance domain. Locations labeled 1 through 3

represent the goals a robot desires to visit. Unlike primitive actions, execution

of a macro action will have variable cost depending on the distance from the

state in which the macro action was initiated to the goal location. Assuming

uniform cost per move, the cost for execution of a macro is equal to the cost

per move times the expected number of moves from the current state to the

termination state (Equation 5.3). One other benefit of using a macro action is

that the uncertainty of action in the domain is encapsulated in the expected

cost function.

R

2

3

1

Figure 5.2: Multiple goals in a navigation task
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C(macro1, s) = cE(# of moves from s to termination) (5.3)

{}

G1

G2

G3

C(macro1,s)
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C(macro2,s)

C(macro3,g1)

C(macro2,g1)

C(macro1,g3)

C(macro2,g3)

C(macro3,g2)

C(macro1,g2)

Initial
State

Figure 5.3: Weighted graph relating costs to travel among the goal locations

The expected costs of macro actions are used to form a weighted graph

among all the subgoals as shown in Figure 5.3. This represents the reduced

state space after the factoring using the macro actions. Many algorithms exist

for finding the shortest path visiting all nodes in a graph [73]. The application

of traveling salesman algorithms determines the order for a compound macro

action, which describes a sequential ordering of macro actions. While this

is useful for goals that exist in an ’AND’ (i.e., reward is not given unless

all subgoals have been achieved) relationship, this does not reward partial

achievement. If goals are independent, or related in a more complex manner,

the agent should be able to reason about the expected rewards for handling a

subset of the targets.

An action level cost function caction is required to estimate the costs

incurred by executing the macro action. This cost is related to the distance
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the agent must travel from a given domain state to the termination state of

the macro.

Since the reward function is assigned slightly differently from that used

in a standard MDP, the evaluation of states and actions is changed to match.

Under the Markovian assumption, state transitions are not dependent upon

history. After an agent has executed some action, the action that was ex-

ecuted becomes irrelevant and future decisions are dependent only upon the

resulting state. As a side effect, an agent may perform an immediately unprof-

itable action in expectation of higher future rewards, but will never take an

immediately unprofitable action based on highly profitable past action. Con-

sequently, rational action requires that the tail (of any length) of an agent’s

plan will always be profitable.

The specific structure of the graph offers many exploitable character-

istics. Since the domain does not allow goals to become unachieved, loops

cannot exist in the graph, forming a tree structure. This enables calculation

of the expected values to proceed through simple accumulation of the values

from a single graph traversal.
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Chapter 6

Model Modification for Dynamic Goals

The impact of uncertainty on the behavior of agents operating in multi-

agent systems cannot be underestimated. Uncertainty is inherent in multi-

agent systems because agents do not know what actions other agents are going

to perform. Over time, the interests of an agent may change, changing the

actions a rational agent should take in a given situation. As a simple example,

consider two agents trying to complete the same goal. If one agent knows

the other agent will complete that goal, it can apply its resources to other

pursuits. In addition to interactions with other agents, mission updates from

a programmer will cause goals to be added, removed, or modified. Being

autonomous entities, agents are given freedom to decide their own course of

action for satisfying their goals and thusly must be equipped with facilities to

respond to these changes.

In UAV Surveillance, targets are added to the system as the mission

is updated. This reflects shifts in priorities by the mission programmer that

are then passed down to the UAVs. Additionally, with more than one UAV

operating in the system, targets may be removed through the action of the

other agents (i.e., when another agent visits a target and receives the reward).
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These changes must be reflected in the decision model used by the agents to

maintain rational operation. The probability of receiving the reward value for

goals as specified change over time as information from the mission program-

mer and from other agents is used to reduce the uncertainty surrounding each

of the goals [74]. The following sections describe algorithms for adding and

removing goals to the desire-space model during runtime.

6.1 Goal Removal

Goal removal allows the agent to reduce the size of the desire space

that it models. There are two cases for goal removal: (1) the goal has already

been achieved or (2) the goal has not already been achieved. The second case

may occur if the goal is being abandoned, mooted by the programmer, or

contracted to another agent. Both cases are simple due to the structure of the

desire space.

The first case is trivial due to the structure of the desire space. The

agent needs only treat the current state as the new root of the model with

no recalculation necessary. All desire states that are not reachable from the

current desire state can be pruned from the model (i.e., all those desire states

the goal being removed contributes value to). In fact, the goal variable itself

can be removed from the representation. Since the value assigned to that goal

variable will be equivalent for all remaining states, it can be safely factored

out of the desire state representation without affecting any of the remaining

desire state values.
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Algorithm 1 REMOVEGOAL(d,g)

location = d.location
d =CHILD(d, g)
d.location = location
UPDATE(V (d))

When the goal being removed has not already been achieved (i.e., it

is being adopted by another agent or abandoned), recalculation is necessary

to remove the value of the goal from the action-selection reasoning. Due to

the structure of the desire space (Figure 5.1), the value of any given node

is dependent only on the unachieved goals and state of the agent at that

node. Computation is saved by caching the values of each node. Algorithm 1

describes the removal of goal g. The function CHILD(d, g) selects and returns

the desire state that results from executing the macro to achieve g in the desire

state d. The agent transitions in the desire space as if it had achieved goal

g. The resulting state in the desire space is then updated with the agent’s

current location in the state space. Finally, the value of the current new state

is recalculated based on the new location. The values of the children states

had previously been calculated, but due to the new location, the costs to reach

the children have changed. This may cause a new macro to be selected as the

most profitable when calculating the new V (d).

6.2 Goal Addition

Algorithm 2 describes a process for adding goal g to desire state d. For

desire state d in the model, a new macro action is added for achieving goal g
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Figure 6.1: Modification of desire space for addition or removal of a goal

and the resulting desire state d′ is created. The children of d are added to d′.

After the addition of the children, the value of d′ can be calculated, selecting

the best macro to execute in that desire state. The new goal g is then added

to each of the children of d, constructing the model while executing depth-first

traversal of the tree. Finally, the value of s is updated, possibly changing the

best macro to execute.

Model modification saves computational cost compared to building a

new model by reusing calculations for subpaths that do not contain the new

goal. Figure 6.1 shows the result of adding g1 to a model that already in-

cludes g2 and g3. Desire states marked in gray are replicated from the orig-

inal model into the resulting model through ADDCHILD in the algorithm

described above.
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Algorithm 2 AddGoal(d,g)

d′ = new STATE(〈d.Gunach, g〉)
d.Gunach = d.Gunach + g
for all i ∈ d.children do

ADDCHILD(d′, i)
end for
UPDATE(V (d′))
for all i ∈ d.children do

ADDGOAL(i,g)
end for
d.children = d.children + d′

UPDATE(V (d))

Additionally, since values are accumulated from the end of the path

back towards the head of the path, some desire state nodes are shown with

multiple incoming edges. The value for these nodes needs only be calculated

a single time, cached, then reused for each of the incoming edges. Replication

saves the computational cost of recalculating the values for states which will

have equivalent values to preexisting states.

Algorithm 2 is essentially a depth-first search, but was included to il-

lustrate how new nodes are added into the model during the search process.

Heuristic usage can modify the presented algorithm to a best-first search to fur-

ther reduce computational costs, though the complexity level is not changed.

6.3 Goal Modification

The rewards associated with goals may change. This may be due to the

passage of time or acquisition of new information. States in which the goal has
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been achieved are not affected by any change in the value of that goal. Only

those states leading up to achievement of that goal are affected. Similar to the

addition of goals, desire state values can be updated by a single traversal of

the graph. By intelligently caching the value calculation results, large sections

of the desire space are not touched.

The overall objective when handling dynamic goals is to reuse the cal-

culations that stay static across changes. In each of the removal, addition, or

modification cases, the desire space is divided into sections by the appropriate

macro action. On the originating side of the macro action, desire states require

recalculation. On the resulting side of the macro action, previously calculated

values can be reused.
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Chapter 7

Goal Allocation

The UAV Surveillance domain is an interesting domain to analyze be-

cause it is easily discussed in terms of either goals or actions and the linkage

between goals and actions is clear. In this domain, there exists a set of targets

distributed around a battlefield. Each UAV, and its agent, is interested in a

subset of the targets as determined by the programmer of the respective UAVs.

Since the programmers’ interests do not necessarily overlap, there is no global

utility evaluation for the system. Consequently, top-down, teamwork based

formulations (e.g., COM-MTDP [55]) are not directly applicable. Instead this

research follows a bottom up approach towards coordination, closer to that of

GPGP [56].

While the uncertainty of the UAV Surveillance domain is captured by

decision-theoretic planning, the uncertainty from the action of other agents

is not. Using the methods of goal addition, removal, and modification, coor-

dination among the agents can be used to reduce uncertainty. Based on the

locations of the UAVs and any messages passed between the agents, an agent

can adjust the expected reward values in its desire space to reflect the expected

actions of other agents.
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Due to differences among the agents in terms of resources, expertise,

or state (i.e., location in the battlefield for the UAV surveillance domain),

the costs to achieve goalss may differ among the agents. Goals which are un-

profitable for one agent may still be turned into profit through cooperation

with other agents, i.e., through a subcontracting process where the rewards

are shared. Cooperation is enacted through goal allocation protocols, assign-

ing goals to individual agents. By their nature, protocols for goal allocation

are based on the fundamental actions propose, accept, and reject. Proposals

are necessary to inform other agents of the possibility for cooperation. Since

agents must reach agreement for a goal allocation to be enacted, acceptance

and rejection are used to communicate agreement or disagreement with the

proposed allocation.

Decisions on whether to accept or reject a given allocation are tied

back to what the agent considers its best interests, or whether the allocation

is deemed profitable. Depending on the interactions among the costs and

rewards of the agent’s goals, profitability of an allocation should be determined

in relation to the other goals an agent holds.

In addition to the cooperative interactions, agents may interact com-

petitively, e.g., when a goal is not assigned to a particular agent but rather to

a set of agents. The reward for completing the goal provides an incentive for

the agents to compete. Agent interactions, both competitive or cooperative,

impact the profitability of goals. This research analyzes the values and costs

of goals in relation to other goals and agent interactions.
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Many coordination approaches use abstractions at the goal level through

goal allocation [12][13]. Goal allocation protocols and mechanisms can take

many forms; e.g., argumentation or economic models.

The UAV domain was transformed into a task-oriented domain for co-

ordination purposes. A task-oriented domain [12] is represented by a triple

〈G,A, c〉; G representing a set of goals, A representing a set of agents, and c

providing the costs of accomplishing a subset of goals by a single agent. Two

other important features of task-oriented domains are: (1) there are no nega-

tive interactions among the goals, and (2) the goals are interchangeable among

the agents.

Underlying all decisions an agent will make about which goals to pursue

is an evaluation for determining which goals are good and which goals are bad.

For agents to properly coordinate through goal allocation, each agent must be

able to evaluate the costs of the subsets of goals, the cost function c : 2|G| 7→ R.

Since the costs associated with goals are affected by the goals ordering, analysis

at the primitive action level is required to calculate c.

7.1 Goal Evaluation for Agent Interactions

When dealing with multiple agents, the idea of goal allocation comes

into play. An agent, ai, is assigned goals, Gi, by its programmer. In the

system, the overall set of goals is defined as the union of the individual agents’

goals, G =
⋃

aiinA Gi. If agent ai is strictly operating independently from other

agents, it only needs to calculate V for its own set of goals, g ∈ Gi. Interaction
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with other agents changes the goal evaluation model by either changing the

allocation of goals among the agents or by changing the values associated with

the constituent goals. Evaluation of assigned goals is performed in the desire

space, as defined in Chapter 5. Methods for modifying the goal evaluation

model to deal with interactions with other agents are presented.

7.1.1 Goal Allocations

When each goal is owned by a single agent (Gi ∩ Gj = 0 for i 6= j),

agents may be able to increase their profits by exchanging goals. Since evalu-

ations and not protocols are the focus of this research, examples are presented

in the context of a simple allocation protocol. An agent can propose a contract

for another agent to adopt some of its goals following an announce, bid, award

process [75].

To maintain individual rationality, an agent should bid if and only if

it is more profitable for that agent to pursue than it is not to pursue the

contracted goals. The goal evaluation model is used to facilitate “what-if”

reasoning, checking the value for accepting the goal for profitability. By adding

and removing goals from the goal evaluation model, an agent can calculate the

marginal utility of a contract [76].

The goal allocations after a contract is awarded differ from the original

allocations by either adding or removing goal. The following sections describe

how to modify a goal evaluation model for adoption of new goals and the

release of current goals.
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7.1.1.1 Goal Adoption

Upon receiving an announcement of an allocation containing new goals,

the agent should check whether adoption of the goals would be profitable.

This is performed through “what-if” reasoning by adding the goals into the

goal evaluation model. Profitability is determined by calculating the marginal

value of the goal shown in equation 7.1. For agent ai, already owning goals

Gi, the marginal value is the difference between the value of Gi∪Gadd and the

value of Gi from the current state. If the addition of the goals, Gadd yield a

positive marginal value for the agent, the agent should bid on the allocation.

Otherwise, the agent should reject, ignoring the announcement.

MU(Gadd|Gi) = V (Gi ∪Gadd, s)− V (Gi, s) (7.1)

Since agent ai’s goal evaluation model only contains values for goals

relevant to agent (G ⊆ Gi), the goals and rewards for the announced goals

(Gadd) must be added into the model. Addition of each goal can be handled in

a single traversal of the graph. New goals are integrated into the desire space

through Algorithm 2 as described in Chapter 6.

Rational action dictates that the agent will only pursue profitable goals.

To maintain rationality, the tail of the chosen sequence of goals must always be

profitable. For example, if the agent selects {g1, g2, g3} as a profitable sequence

of goals to pursue, then the sequence {g2, g3}, using the expected end state of

g1 as the starting state, must also be profitable. If this is not the case, then the
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sequence {g1} would be more profitable than {g1, g2, g3} and would be selected

instead. Using this constraint, a cache of profitable sub-sequences can be built

that represent the possible tails of the best sequence after addition of a goal,

pruning the search space.

7.1.1.2 Goal Release

By announcing a contract for a goal and reward, an agent attempts to

increase its profitability. To maintain individual rationality, the reward offered

to other agents should be determined by the marginal utility of the goal shown

in equation 7.2. This value is the sum of rewards given to the agent for the

goals minus the value lost by not completing the goals. An agent can profit

from a contract if it pays out less for a set of goals than the costs it would incur

for completing those goals itself. This is especially useful for goals that are not

on the most profitable course of action for the agent. In that case, since goals

Gremove are not included in the value V (Gi, s), V (Gi, s) = V (Gi/Gremove, s).

The agent can make profit by contracting out unselected goals for less than

the reward given by the programmer. Goals are removed from the desire space

through Algorithm 1 as described in Chapter 6.

MU(Gremove|Gi) =

∑
g∈Gremove

R(g)

−(V (Gi, s)− V (Gi/Gremove, s))
(7.2)
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7.1.2 Goal Valuation and Cooperation

If goals are simultaneously owned by multiple agents, those goals are

shared goals. Depending on how the rewards are distributed for a shared goal,

the agents may be in either a competitive or cooperative scenario. For example,

if only one agent is rewarded by its programmer, two agents that share a goal

are in competition to receive that single reward. If rewards split amongst the

agents (e.g., when the agents are deployed by the same programmer, they care

only for the combined value received rather than their individual rewards),

the agents are motivated to cooperate. Equation 7.3 defines which goals are

shared by agents ai and aj.

Gsharedi,j
= Gi ∩Gj (7.3)

Marginal calculations can be performed for shared goals, enabling agents

to determine the value for pursuing a shared goal. The rewards received for

completing a goal are directly influenced by the actions of other agents. Mod-

ification of equation 5.2 by replacing the reward R(gi) with the expected value

EV (gi) enables an agent to incorporate uncertainty reasoning into the decision-

making process. To improve the accuracy of the goal evaluation model, it may

be beneficial for an agent to use predictions or knowledge of the future actions

of other agents.

Returning to the UAV domain, if two UAVs are competing to service

a set of targets, then even knowledge about the location of the competing
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UAVs is useful. An agent may decide that targets that are closer to the

competing UAV than to itself are more likely to be serviced by the competing

UAV, lowering the expected value for servicing those targets. Additionally,

information about the reward structure other agents hold also describe the

likely targets other agents will pursue, as they will be more likely to pursue

higher value targets.
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Part III

Experimental Results
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Chapter 8

Experimental Setup

The UAV domain this work investigates is a “cost-to-move” domain.

Each action taken incurs a cost as an abstraction of resource usage. In those

states where a UAV services a target, that UAV receives some reward, the

magnitude of which is related to the programmer’s interest in that target.

In the UAV domain, where targets are located geographically through a

space, the cost associated with a goal is related to the distance an agent must

travel to service that target. Distance is also dependent upon the starting

location of the agent. It is apparent that the order of goal accomplishment

affects the overall costs incurred for a set of tasks. The agents decide which

targets to service and the order in which those targets are serviced. This

domain is equivalent to a postman or robot navigation domain with added

flexibility in the ability to not perform unprofitable tasks.

A series of experiments were run in the UAV surveillance domain to

analyze the effect of commitments on single agent action selection. These

experiments use non-episodic scenarios. Targets are given an infinite lifetime

while UAVs are given a limited lifetime. Starting with a zero lifetime, a UAV

is obviously unable to service any targets. As the UAV’s lifetime increases, it
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will eventually be able to service all targets. Each scenario ends at the end of

the UAV’s lifetime.

8.1 Experimental Parameters

All targets and UAVs are placed on a battlefield that is 550 by 550

units large. Each target is represented by a tuple, < position, value > where

position is defined as the target’s < x, y > coordinates on the battlefield.

The position and value of each target is randomly assigned when the target is

inserted into the system. UAVs are also represented by their < x, y > position

on the battlefield. All UAVs move at a maximum speed of ten units per time

tick. UAVs have the ability to complete a task only when they are co-located

with that target on the battlefield. UAVs only complete tasks that they intend

to do. Flying over a target is not sufficient for completing a task, thus no tasks

are completed accidentally. However, tasks are assumed to complete in zero

time.

UAVs are provided with a macro action that will navigate from any

location on the battlefield to any other location in the shortest possible time.

Agents use this macro action to examine “what-if” scenarios to determine the

time required for travel between any two locations on the battlefield. The

travel time is used as the cost for that target. The experimental parameters

are shown in Table 8.1.

There are three coordination mechanisms used in these experiments.

Centralized control uses a single planner to plan for the actions of all agents in
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Table 8.1: Experimental Parameters

Parameter Range Description

Centralized Single planner controls all agents
Coordination Commitments agents exchange commitments

Local No Coordination
Commitment Depth 0-10 # intentions converted to obligations
UAV Agents 1-3 number of UAVs in the system
UAV Lifetime 10-100 Time Ticks available to the UAV
Initial Targets 10,20 number of targets in the system
Add Targets true/false whether the system is dynamic

the system. Centralized planning is the optimal solution that can be achieved

by these agents. However, centralized planning is only applicable if the set

of agents that share a global utility function. In coordinated local planning,

each agent plans its own actions using the approach described in Part II. The

commitment depth describes the maximum number of targets to which an

agent will announce an intent to service. Once an agent announces an intent

to service a target, that agent is obligated to service that target regardless of

any value changes. If the agent needs to replan, any newly generated plans

must include obligated targets. Commitment depth ranges from 0-10 with

a default of three targets unless indicated otherwise. Uncoordinated local

planning can be considered a special case of coordinated local planning with a

commitment depth of zero, i.e., agents make no announcements and thus form

no obligations.

A complete search of the desire space was implemented to find the
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optimal solution for each coordination method. The centralized method used

a bounded-depth (bounded by UAV lifetime) best-first search using the macro

actions for all UAVs. Uncoordinated local planning performed the same search

using only the macro actions of a single UAV. Coordinated local search initially

performs the same search as the uncoordinated local planning, then announces

some number of intentions, up to the commitment depth. Upon hearing an

announcement, the agents prune any targets announced by other agents out

of the desire space as described in Part II. A simple priority system is used

to avoid conflicts. After pruning, the agents initiate a replanning phase based

on their new desire space.

The UAV Agents, UAV Lifetime, and Initial Targets parameters are

used to adjust the problem difficulty. If the problem is too difficult or too

easy, there would be no way to differentiate the performance of the three

coordination mechanisms. The number of UAVs in the system range from

1-3, with the exception of one scalability experiment that used a maximum

of 10 UAVs. Each UAV is controlled by a single agent. The lifetime of the

UAVs ranged from 10-100 to vary the resources available to the agents. Longer

UAV lifetimes are not used because they would not result in oversubscription

problems. The initial number of targets in the system was set to either 10 or

20, again to ensure the agents face an oversubscription problem. The “add

targets” parameter indicates whether the domain is dynamic or static. If this

parameter is set to true, new targets will be randomly placed on the battlefield

over the coarse of the simulation. Re-planning is triggered whenever a new
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Table 8.2: Experimental Metrics
Metric Description

Task Completion # Targets Serviced
Accumulated Value Value of Targets Serviced

target is placed.

Task completion and accumulated value are used as the metrics for

these experiments. Task completion is a count of the number of targets ser-

viced in a given simulation run. The accumulated value is the sum of the

value of those targets. Each scenario is run ten times, with random target

placements and valuations. The same target placements and valuations were

used for each coordination mechanism. The resulting task completion and

accumulated values averaged across the runs.

8.2 Parameter Ranges for Oversubscription Problems

With two agents, in Figure 8.1, the three coordination methods per-

form equally when resources are very constrained (i.e., when the UAV lifetime

is short). The choices the agents can make are very constrained because there

are few targets that the agents can reach in their lifetimes. As the time con-

straints are relaxed, the effectiveness of the coordination methods separates,

showing where there is either redundant or coordinated action by the agents.

As the time constraints are further relaxed the performance of the algorithms

converge since the agents collectively have over-abundant resources to visit all
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the targets.

Figure 8.1: Comparison of three coordination mechanisms with two agents

As the number of agents in the system are increased, more resources

are available for application to the given situation. This changes the shapes of

the graphs as shown in Figure 8.2. UAV lifetime is increasing with each data

series. The number of agents increases along the x-axis. Even two agents can

satisfy all the goals when given 100 time ticks. In contrast, when given only

10 time ticks, 10 agents can only satisfy half of the goals in the system. When

resources are overly abundant (either time or agents), coordination of agents

is less of an issue for goal satisfaction because even poorly coordinated agents
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can satisfy all the goals. This is a different type of problem, more similar to

continuous sweeping where the objective is continual maximization of some

metric.

Figure 8.2: Influence of number of agents on task completion

The graphs for coordinated and uncoordinated local planning have

plateaus when compared to the smooth curve of the centralized planning graph.

Each plateau corresponds to redundant action on the part of the agents. Since

a target can only be in two states, either be serviced or not serviced, the re-

sulting graphs for uncoordinated local planning are almost step-like. When

uncoordinated, the agents may perform many redundant actions, leading to

multiple plateaus. When coordinated, the agents perform fewer redundant ac-
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tions, leading to fewer dips. When two agents each have a commitment depth

of three out of a total of ten targets, that leaves four uncommitted targets that

are included in the planning of both agents. Experiments with three agents

show the same basic behavior (Figure 8.3) as two agents (Figure 8.1). We

can see that the introduction of more resources in the form of an extra agent

moved the minimum time for under-constrained problems to the left. The

range of parameters was chosen to ensure that all experiments were run as

oversubscription problems, where the problem is neither over-constrained nor

under-constrained.

Figure 8.3: Comparison of three coordination mechanisms with three agents
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Chapter 9

Single Agent Experimental Results

The experiments in this chapter measure performance for single agent

systems. Multi-agent performance is explored in Chapter 10.

The first experiment is run in a static environment to prepare a base-

line comparison of the different coordination methods used: no coordination,

centralized planning, and coordination through commitment exchange. The

second experiment introduces dynamism in the form of additional targets be-

ing added over the coarse of the scenario to explore model modification. This

case is used to assess the impact of commitment on action efficiency in dynamic

domains.

9.1 Static Environments

Each UAV agent is given an accurate model of its lifetime. Using its

lifetime as the bounded resource, the agent determines the optimal path to

service the most targets. Three coordination methods are used in this ex-

periment, centralized planning, uncoordinated local planning, and local plan-

ning coordinated through exchange of commitments. These three coordination

mechanisms are expected to produce the same results when only a single agent
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Figure 9.1: Comparison of Task Completion by one agent using three coordi-
nation methods

exists in the system.

Centralized planning uses a single planner to calculate the best target

allocation and flight path for all agents, then communicates the results to

the other agents. In uncoordinated local planning, each agent selects a set of

targets and generates a flight path to service the selected targets. With no

coordination, agents may select overlapping sets of targets. Coordinated local

planning operates like uncoordinated local planning with the addition of social

commitments. Each agent commits to some subset of their selected targets
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of Accumulated Value by one agent using three coor-
dination methods

and broadcasts that target subset to the other agents in the system, who then

choose a non-overlapping set of targets for their own flight path. Coordinated

local planning used a commitment depth of three targets for these experiments.

Uncoordinated local planning can be considered a special case of coordinated

local planning with a commitment depth of zero. The effect of commitment

depth is explored in the dynamic environment experiments.

In these experiments, the battlefield is populated with ten randomly

located targets. Scenarios were run for each planning algorithm with the same

target placement. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 verify that the performance of each coor-
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dination mechanism is the same whether measured as task completion count

or accumulated value; This supports the assertion that the three coordina-

tion mechanisms reduce to the same algorithm for a single agent in a static

environment and that they are implemented correctly.

9.2 Dynamic Environments

Commitment depth had no effect in static environments because there

was no trigger for re-planning. The second experiment adds targets to the

battlefield over the course of the scenario to explore the effect of commit-

ment depth in dynamic environments. The agents are given no fore-warning

about the additional targets. When the targets are added, the agents have an

opportunity to modify their plans to include the new target.

In this experiment, coordinated local planning diverges from uncoor-

dinated local planning. During plan coordination, the agent broadcasts some

subset of its selected targets. This speech act would be considered a promise

in promise theory[62]. Using Singh’s nomenclature, this is a special case of

a social commitment. The internal intentions of the agent are transformed

into an external obligation through use of a speech act. In these experiments,

agents are allowed to revoke their internal commitments but not their social

commitments during plan modification.

Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show the target counts and accumulated value ver-

sus commitment depth. Commitment depth is the max number of social com-

mitments the agent can have at any given time. The agent may still have
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Figure 9.3: Efficiency of agent actions vs. commitment depth measured by
task completion

intentions to visit more targets than are committed to. For each of the series,

the number of targets is graphed against the commitment depth used in that

scenario. The “no commitment” lines are used as a reference to the efficiency

of action selection if agents do not generate hold any obligations, meaning that

any and all intended targets may be released in order to service a new tar-

get. The target counts in each series falls as the commitment depth increases.

Adding social commitments add constraints to the plan since the new plan

must include those social commitments. An agent may be forced to ignore a

valuable new target due to lack of resources. The fall in the graphs reflects
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Figure 9.4: Efficiency of agent action vs. commitment depth measured by
accumulated value

the opportunity cost of not having enough time to visit the new targets.

This experiment answers Research Question 1. Commitment has no

positive impact on an agent’s ability to satisfy its desires in a static situation.

In a dynamic situation, commitment is detrimental to an agent’s ability to

satisfy its desires due to the opportunity cost. In fact, agents can quantify

this opportunity cost by comparing a “what-if” scenario with no obligations

to the situation with obligations.
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Chapter 10

Multi-agent Experimental Results

When planning the actions an agent will perform, an approach often

taken is to postpone decisions. This is the concept of least commitment plan-

ning [77]. This approach works under the premise that it is desirable to main-

tain flexibility of action so that, in the case that the assumptions under which

the plan was formulated break, the agent has more options. Having fewer

commitments leaves the agent in a better position to take advantage of oppor-

tunities. As a counterpoint to the value of least commitment planning, when

operating in multi-agent systems, committing to a course of action may be

more profitable than postponing decision because, through commitment, the

agent reduces the uncertainty under which all agents in the system operate.

Intuitively, it is obvious that when an agent is committed to (and is capable of)

achieving a given goal, the other agents can direct their resources elsewhere.

10.1 Dynamic Environments

Experiments were run to analyze the effects of commitment depth on

scenarios with multiple agents. In the single agent scenario, taking on social

commitments only served as an opportunity cost. With multiple agents, coor-
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dination should reduce redundant action, providing the agents some benefit.

Figure 10.1: Efficiency of agent actions vs. commitment depth for 2 agents
measured by Task Completion

In figures 10.1 and 10.2, we can see that the goals completed and ac-

cumulated value both increase as the commitment depth increases up until a

point. Afterwards, both metrics fall. This shows that for small number of com-

mitments, the agents reap some benefit but the opportunity cost eventually

dominates.

Figures 10.3 and 10.4 show that this is also the case for more agents.

Veloso and Stone showed that least commitment planning is not always the
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Figure 10.2: Efficiency of agent actions vs. commitment depth for 2 agents
measured by Accumulated Value

best planning strategy and that sometimes there is a benefit to be had for

early commitments[78]. These experimental results show that there is a fine

line between under-committing and over-committing for agent coordination.

These experiments answer Research Question 2. There s a definite benefit to

moderate commitment but opportunity costs will dominate any benefits if the

agents over-commit. The marginal utility for commitment can be calculated

using the Goal Adoption equations in chapter 7. The overall utility for a set of

commitments is the difference between the marginal utility and opportunity
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Figure 10.3: Efficiency of agent actions vs. commitment depth for 3 agents
measured by Task Completion

cost for that set of commitments.
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Figure 10.4: Efficiency of agent actions vs. commitment depth for 3 agents
measured by Accumulated Value
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Chapter 11

Extensions

11.1 Comparison to Coalition Formation Research

Coordination through commitments, as presented by this work, and

coalition formation research differ in fundamental ways. Coalition Forma-

tion[13] is a top-down approach for coordination, deciding the organization of

the agents first, then addressing the planning problem for each coalition, and

finally dividing the reward values among the agents. Coalitions are disjoint

sets of agents, and all goals of all agents within a coalition are addressed by

the coalition as a whole. The actual value of forming a coalition is dependent

upon the plan that is formed and agreed upon for that coalition, which cannot

be known prior to performing planning for the coalition’s goals. Sandholm

and Lesser [79] address the issue of planning being required prior to coalition

structure formation by defining “performance profiles” that describe the be-

havior of the domain costs relative to the computational effort applied to the

planning problem. They assume that the “performance profiles” of the agents

are fixed at the beginning of coalition formation. This assumption may not be

applicable depending on the rate of change in the system. Konishi and Ray’s

work [80] treats coalition formation as a dynamic process, where coalitions are

formed, modified, and disbanded over time. However, since their research con-
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centrates on the coalition structure formation, they also assume that a payoff

function describing the value of each coalition is known up front.

This dissertation differentiates itself from coalition formation research

by not setting coalition formation as an objective, but rather pursuing a

bottom-up approach to agent coordination to determine the value of coor-

dination among agents in dynamic scenarios. The key difference between this

dissertation and coalition formation work is that this dissertation investigates

coordination among agents on a goal-by-goal level instead of at an agent-to-

agent level. Some other differences from the coalition formation work include:

addressing oversubscription and goal addition and removal.

Sandholm and Lesser’s work was based on vehicle routing data from

actual dispatch centers[79]. While this provides a great benefit in ensuring

that the data matches real world scenarios, their data did not include cases

where tasks can be dropped or refused. They claim that these cases can

be handled by their theory by adding a cost for dropping tasks, but this

is not addressed by their example application. Additionally, their scenario

provides the agents with perfect knowledge of all the tasks to be completed

prior to planning. Addition or removal of goals during runtime would affect

the agents’ “performance profiles.” This would violate their assumption that

the “performance profiles” are known prior to the coalition structure formation

phase, requiring the agents to re-start coalition formation.
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11.2 Explanation of Experimental Results

In the original single-agent static scenario experiments (Figure 9.2),

there were some differences in results among the different planning algorithms.

Further investigation determined the cause to be differences between the plan-

ning re-triggers among the different algorithms. Essentially, this meant that

agents using the different algorithms were operating at different levels of bold-

ness. Boldness describes the number of plan steps that an agent will take be-

fore reconsidering its intentions[81]. Bold agents take many plan steps prior to

reconsideration while cautious agents take few. Kinney and Georgeff showed

that in domains with a low rate of change, bold agents do well compared

to cautious ones because they do not waste time reconsidering their actions.

Cautious agent preform better in domains with a high rate of change due to

their ability to realize when their intentions are misguided. The situations the

agents face in single-agent static scenario for these experiments actually do

change over the course of the run because the agent does not perfectly model

its flight path. The agents would generally underestimate the flight time to

the targets by a small amount due to discretization of the simulation time into

time ticks. If an agent’s plan had very little slack time the agent may not

reach all intended targets, e.g., if the agent intended to service a target in the

last time tick of its lifetime.
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11.2.1 Single-Agent Static Scenarios

The algorithms were modified to all respond to the same re-planning

triggers, e.g., whenever any target was added or removed from the battlefield.

Since targets are removed after servicing, re-planning is triggered whenever

any UAV services a target. This set all agents to use the same degree of

boldness. The scenarios from Figure 9.2 were re-run and the results presented

in Figure 11.1. After the modifications, we see that the behavior of the UAVs

under the different algorithms now match exactly in the single-agent static

scenario.

Figure 11.1: Comparison of Accumulated Value by one agent using three co-
ordination methods
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11.2.2 Single-Agent Dynamic Scenarios

The single-agent dynamic scenarios were re-run to ensure that the con-

clusions drawn from the earlier experiments were upheld by the results when

using the modified algorithms.
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Figure 11.2: Accumulated value vs. commitment depth for one agent

The modified algorithms produced the same results for the dynamic

experiment in Figure 9.4. Figure 11.2 shows that increasing the commitment

depth does not yield any positive value in the single agent case. For run time
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20, there is no difference among the algorithms due to the limited resources.

Run times 50, 70, and 90 show the negative impact of commitment on agent

performance in a single agent scenario. Data was analyzed with an one-way

repeated measures ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s test to compare the dif-

ferent commitment depths against the no commitment case. The repeated

measures test was used because the data set is composed of matched measure-

ments based on providing the same target locations and valuations. While

there was no overall difference in the combined means, Dunnett’s test found

statistical significant (α = 0.05) differences for large commitment depths and

large resources as marked on Figure 11.2.

11.2.3 Multi-Agent Dynamic Scenarios

The experiments for the multi-agent case were also re-run to verify

that the original conclusions were not affected by the changes applied to the

simulation. Figures 11.3 and 11.4 show the results for the two and three

agent cases respectively. These experiments show that commitment depth

has no affect when the time is short. For moderate agent lifetimes, moderate

commitments provide some benefit by significantly increasing the accumulated

value in the system. Large commitments depths reduce the efficiency of agent

action so that it is statistically indistinguishable from the no commitment

case. For longer agent lifetimes, large commitment depths are significantly

detrimental to the efficiency of agent action.

At twenty time ticks, there is not enough time for commitments to
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Figure 11.3: Accumulated value vs. commitment depth for two agents

significantly affect the outcome in either a positive or negative manner. The

graph for the two agent, 50 time tick lifetime scenario shows that a commit-

ment depth of three is significantly better than the local planning (i.e., no

commitment) case. Opportunity cost cancels the benefit of commitment for

commitment depths higher than three. At a UAV lifetime of 70 time ticks, The

coordination benefits and opportunity costs are balanced such that there is no

significant difference in overall value for any commitment depth. Opportunity

cost overrides the benefits of commitment for commitment depth 10.
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3 agent, 20 initial targets, 5 addtime, 70 end time
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3 agent, 20 initial targets, 5 addtime, 90 end time
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Figure 11.4: Accumulated value vs. commitment depth for three agent

The results for three agents case (Figure 11.4) match closely with the

results for two agents. At 50 time ticks, commitment depths from two to

four significantly improve overall accumulated value in the system. A commit-

ment depth of 3 also improves the overall value at 70 time ticks. At 90 time

ticks, the opportunity cost again overrides any benefits from commitment for

commitment depth 10.
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11.3 Analysis of Opportunity Cost and Slack Time

Slack time is a concept from operations research and project manage-

ment [82]. It is defined as the difference between the remaining time and the

duration of the task. In order to compare opportunity costs and slack time,

each agent calculates three different plans. The value and length of these plans

are sampled over the course of the simulation run. Figure 11.5 describes the

different plans that an agent can compare to calculate slack time and oppor-

tunity cost. The overall run time represents the remaining resources available

to the agent. Based on using these resources, the agent generates plans for the

following conditions. First the agent generates a plan, π(Gint), which includes

the agents obligations and whichever other goals the agent can achieve using

its available resources, Gint ⊃ Gobl ∧ Gint ⊂ Gi. This is the intended plan of

the agent. Second, the agent generates a plan, π(Gobl), for only those goals the

agent has obligated itself to, Gobl. This is the obligated plan. Third, the agent

generates the best plan possible, π(Gbest), for its goals, Gbest ⊂ Gi, which may

or may not include all obligated goals. This is the best plan. Opportunity

cost (Eq 11.1) is the amount of value that an agent gives up in order to satisfy

its obligations. This is a per-agent value defined by the value of the best plan

minus the value of the intended plan. Slack time is defined as the difference

between the remaining time and the length of the obligated plan.

Figure 11.6 shows that the opportunity costs rise with the remaining

time up to a point, then level out. The opportunity cost with less than seven

time ticks remaining is zero. Intuitively, this can be explained by the fact
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Figure 11.5: Definition of Plan Types used for calculation of Slack Time and
Opportunity Cost

Copp = EV (π(Gbest))− EV (π(Gint)) (11.1)

that that is, most likely, not enough time for the UAV to travel to the newly

inserted goal. If the new goal is out of the UAV’s range, then the new goal’s

value has no impact on the agent’s decision making. As the remaining time

increases, opportunity costs separate according to the commitment depth of

the agent with less commitment incurring less opportunity cost. This matches

the experimental findings in Figures 11.3 and 11.4.

The opportunity cost plateaus first for the one commitment case, fol-

lowed by the two commitment case, then three commitments, etc. The curves

for commitment depth six to eight bunch together. Multiple agents with high

commitment depths may obligate themselves to most of the goals in the sys-

tem. At that point, there is very little flexibility left to allocate new goals

among the agents. Essentially, the agents have fully allocated the goals and,

as a result, the agents have maximized their opportunity cost for the given

scenario by the time they reach a commitment depth of six. Further commit-
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Figure 11.6: Opportunity Cost vs. Remaining Time for 2 and 3 agents
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ment at that point cannot do further harm or good to system efficiency as the

problem has already become overconstrained.

Figure 11.7 shows the relationship between slack time and remaining

time for each commitment depth. These graphs show that the slack time differs

depending on the commitment depth. The obligated plan length will increase

with the number of committed goals. This graph illustrates that point with

the higher commitment depth resulting in less slack time. Again, the curves for

commitment depths of six to eight bunched together, lending further support

to the notion that the agents have fully allocated the goals in the scenario.

Figures 11.8 and 11.9 show the impact of slack time in the obligated

plan on the opportunity cost for 2 agents and 3 agents respectively. These

graphs show that opportunity cost increases as the remaining time increases

and also that opportunity cost increases as slack time decreases. Intuitively,

opportunity cost should decrease with more slack time because the agent has

increased its ability to respond to dynamic environments. That intuition is

supported by the experimental results.

Figure 11.10 show some slices through those graphs in Figures 11.8

and 11.9 to better view the effect that slack time has on the opportunity cost.

Using this view, we can see that the behavior of opportunity cost is not a

simple linear relationship with the slack time. In fact, the opportunity cost

actually increases with the slack time when the slack time is low.

When there is zero time remaining, the agent’s resources are so low
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Figure 11.7: Slack Time vs. Remaining Time for 2 and 3 agents
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Figure 11.8: Opportunity cost vs. slack time vs remaining time for 2 agents
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Figure 11.9: Opportunity cost vs. slack time vs remaining time for 3 agents
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Figure 11.10: Opportunity Cost vs. Slack Time

that the agent cannot achieve any newly inserted goals. At this point that

there is no opportunity cost for having commitments because the agent will

not be executing any further actions. When there is little time remaining,

opportunity cost increases with slack time. One possible explanation is that

the opportunity cost is affected by the minimum resources required to service

a target. If the slack time is not enough to reach an additional target, then any

additional slack represents inefficiency in the plan. Committed plans with little

slack time remaining are likely to be the best plan for the agent’s remaining

resources. If the committed plan has some slack time, then the agent may

have committed its resources too early. Additional slack results in additional

opportunity cost until there is enough slack to incorporate new goals into the

agent’s plan. At that time, the opportunity cost starts to decrease because

value can be added to the plan.
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11.4 Application of Opportunity Cost Analysis

Zhao et. al. attempt find the optimal slack time for transit agency

(e.g., bus) scheduling [83]. In their transit agency domain, setting the correct

amount of slack time in a bus’ schedule helps to even out passenger distri-

bution among buses which in turn and reduces bunching and keep the buses

running on time. This work represents the first step towards developing an

analytical model for determining the correct amount of slack time to maximize

the effectiveness of agent coordination.
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Part IV

Conclusions
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Chapter 12

Summary and Contributions

Agents use actions to exert influence on the environment. Action selec-

tion describes the problem of deciding which actions to execute. Planning and

decision theory each can be used for action selection. The strength of planning

is in its ability to search through large transition systems for a path from the

current state to a desirable goal state. The strength of decision theory is in

its ability to perform complex trade-off reasoning against a number of options.

This research leverages the strengths of both planning and decision theory in

providing action selection capabilities for agents. Starting from established

techniques of search and MDPs, this research investigated a method of cal-

culating the value of a goal. This resulted in the formulation of a the desire

space, a representation of the costs and rewards associated with each goal.

The desire space enables agents to determine which goals they should ratio-

nally pursue, i.e., turn into intentions, and which goals they should rationally

ignore.

In multi-agent systems, agents are situated in the same environment;

They contribute to the dynamics of the environment. In addition to responding

to environmental changes, an agent should also anticipate the effects caused
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by other agents and act rationally based on predictions of future states. Social

commitments are used to constrain agent behavior, reducing the uncertainty

in the environment. Using the desire space, this dissertation answered its

hypothesis by investigating the following two research questions.

Research Question 1: What is the effect of commitment on an indi-

vidual agent’s ability to satisfy its desires?

Research Question 2: What is the effect of commitment on a group

of agents’ ability to satisfy their desires?

The experimental results support the hypothesis by showing that over-

committing reduces an agent’s ability to take advantage of future opportuni-

ties.

Hypothesis: Commitments may have a negative impact on an agent’s

ability to satisfy its desires.

The result of this investigation provide the agent community with mod-

els for calculating the value of a goal relative to other goals an agent holds,

calculation of the marginal utility for adopting or releasing a goal, and calcula-

tion of the opportunity cost incurred by enacting social commitments to a goal.

Combining opportunity cost and marginal utility, an agent can determine if it

has over-committed itself.
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Chapter 13

Future Directions

The location and value of future targets is unknown to the agents so

the agents can only calculate the opportunity cost post hoc. This research

provided a way to calculate post hoc whether an agent was over-committed

or under-committed. Future research could target extending the calculations

presented in this dissertation to determine, prior to committing, how many

social commitments to enact.

Other future directions for this research include adapting the research

approach to other domains such as sweeping, testing the effects of multi-round

negotiation mechanisms to improve the goal allocation, experimentation to

verify that coordinated planning performs well in cases of heterogeneous goal

valuations among the agents, and application of heuristic-based search for

bounded rational agents.

This dissertation used a simple, one-round goal allocation algorithm.

This can be used as a baseline to compare the goal allocation against other

more complex goal allocation algorithms.

Bounded rationality addresses the cases where the agent does not pos-

sess unlimited reasoning facilities. When either computation or memory is
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constrained, bounded rationality dictates that the agent will choose the best

action it can, based on its limited resources. Also, macro action costs could be

calculated exactly due to the simplicity of the primitive actions. Calculating

the costs of macro actions in real-world domains will be more difficult. The

goal valuation calculations in the desire space can be modified to use heuris-

tic search rather than relying on exact calculations. The experiments in this

dissertation used bounded-depth search where the bound corresponded to the

UAV lifetime. Longer UAV lifetimes would obviously require deeper search.

Using heuristics would enable application of this research to more complex

domains.

The UAV Surveillance domain is flexible enough that, by adjusting

a few characteristics, it can represent significantly different problems. For

example, the domain can be changed into a continuous sweeping problem[84]

by adjusting the target and UAV quantities and lifetimes to make the domain

episodic.
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